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FOREWORD

In 2017, the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC) launched a new Education
Programme designed to share with young people the values on
which the work of the Trust is based and to familiarize them with the
operating principles its projects have deployed over several decades.
The Programme focuses on transmiting to students across the world
the learnings accumulated over four decades by two of the flagship
programmes of the Trust: the Aga Khan Award for Architecture and the
Aga Khan Historic Cities Programme. To this end, it has developed a
range of collaborations with schools of architecture, that seek to develop
teaching modules or courses informed by the wealth of knowledge
accumulated by these two programmes.
Yudhishthir Raj Isar, Education Director, AKTC

The AKTC is privileged to count the the
Arab Academy for Science, Technology
& Maritime Transport (AASTMT) in Cairo
among its first academic partners in
Egypt. In the autumn semester of
2019, the Department of Architectural
Engineering & Environmental Design
in AASTMT’s Faculty of Engineering &
Technology organized two courses
on integrated urban rehabilitation.
Both courses drew extensively upon
the experience and methodology
of the Aga Khan Historic Cities
Programme. The first course, taken by
20 undergraduates, was “Introduction
to Urban Design: Impact of Cultural
Heritage on Human Well Being,” while
the second, entitled “Conservation
of Architectural Heritage: Urban
Revitalization
&
community
Development,” was offered to 18
graduate students. Prof. Nancy AbdelMoneim designed the two courses with
a view to minimizing the gap between
academic
learning
and
actual
on-the-ground practice of urban
conservation. Both courses allowed
students to test academic knowledge
research findings concretely, on-site, as
well as explore the AKTC methodology
for community revitalization in physical,
cultural, economic and social terms, as
applied in the Al-Darb Al-Ahmar area
of historic Cairo.
In effect, the Aga Khan Historic Cities
Programme, formally launched in 1992
(but whose activities predate that
by several years), works to revitalize
urban centres and rural sites in ways
that spur social, economic and
cultural development. Its main aim is
to improve lives and promote models
of self-sustainability. Because culture
is still not sufficiently seen as an asset
in many poorer parts of the world, a
significant part of the world’s cultural

heritage – much of it in the Muslim
world – is at grave risk, as other needs
are considered priorities. The central
question has been how cultural assets,
integrated with more traditional
instruments of development, can be
deployed in order to improve lives
in urban, poor and even remote
contexts.
How can cultural assets
provide employment, raise incomes,
affect wellbeing, improve health,
enhance urban spaces, reinforce a
respect for diversity, or even restore
pride and hope?
The Historic Cities Programme operates
inter alia in New Delhi (Humayun’s
Tomb and Nizamuddin Basti), in Cairo
(Darb Al Ahmar and Al-Azhar Park);
Balkh, Herat and Kabul; Djenné, Mopti
and Timbuktu; Hyderabad (Quli Qutb
Shah Heritage Park); Gilgit-Baltistan
and Lahore (Walled City); Khorog,
Tajikistan and Stone Town, Zanzibar.
The work of the Programme has shown
how
architectural
conservation,
improvement of the urban fabric
and revitalisation of cultural heritage,
including parks and gardens – in many
cases the only asset at the disposal
of the community – can provide a
springboard for social development.
These projects have generated positive
impacts well beyond conservation
alone, promoting good governance,
the growth of civil society, a rise in
incomes and economic opportunities,
greater respect for human rights and
better stewardship of the environment,
even in the poorest and most remote
areas of the globe.
Many lessons can be learned from
this record, which in the pedagogical
vision of the Education Programme is
designed to be approached critically,
rather than in a spirit of mere imitation.

During the AASTMT courses, whose
student outputs are brought together
impressively in the present volume,
this engagement was achieved in an
exemplary fashion.   AKTC is gratified
to note the following comment made
by one of the students, shared by Prof.
Suzette Aziz, Head of the Architecture
Engineering Department at AASTMT,
who said he would gladly recommend
this course to others because it is
about making connections between
people and places, movement and
urban form, nature and the built
fabric. Urban design draws together
the many strands of placemaking,
environmental stewardship, social
equity and economic viability into the
creation of places and distinct beauty
and identity.
Indeed the AASTMT courses made
many significant connections.  It is most
appropriate therefore that the course
organizers have decided to share the
essence of this teaching and learning
experience through the present
publication, which will enable the
lessons learned in Cairo to be shared
by many others across the world.

Yudhishthir Raj Isar, Education Director,
AKTC

PREFACE
The metropolis of Cairo is often characterized by its capability to juxtapose tradition,
historicism and modernity, to concoct a blend unique that is this sprawling city; home
to over 20 million inhabitants. Nevertheless, questions pertaining to urban design are
inherent, and Cairo remains a consistent hot-bed for opportunities toward urban
growth and development of the built environment, toward the advancement and
sustainability of communities that inhabit this city. This was the underlying inspiration
for our vision here at the Arab Academy for Science, Technology and Maritime
Transport’s Smart Village Campus’ Department of Architectural Engineering and
Environmental Design. We strive to evolve into an establishment for the lifelong learning
of architecture, with an intrinsic emphasis on community engagement, conservation
and revival of our Egyptian historical heritage, a pedagogical position that was
developed when we became an internationally-validated school of architecture
by the Royal Institute of British Architects, and which we are keen to implement at
both undergraduate and postgraduate levels of education here in the department.
This philosophical underpinning was also the motivation that encouraged us to approach
the Aga Khan Trust for Culture Education Program, to develop the course(s) for which
the content of this booklet is dedicated. In this case, we focused on the area of El Darb
El Ahmar here in Cairo, a revitalization project that was initiated by the agencies of the
Aga Khan Development Network in the year 2000. This was a project that was largely
participatory in nature, as residents and members of the community converged and
became directly involved in the upgrade of El Darb El Ahmar throughout the process,
thus taking ownership of the development process that ensued. Nevertheless, noticeable
physical deterioration began to appear in the wake of the geo-political and social
changes of the 2011 Arab Spring, raising critical questions pertaining to why such changes
may have transpired, despite the participatory, hands-on community engagement
process that was instrumental to the development of the area in the first instance.
Through fieldwork and methods of research enquiry from the social sciences including
questionnaires, interviews and ethnographic approaches, both undergraduate and
postgraduate students worked together to answer this key question, and attempt
to unravel the inherent complexities and circumstances that may have caused
such fast-paced transformation, during the tumultuous period in the city’s everchanging history. Moving forward, we intend to undertake further explorations that
may help decipher deeper influences of the social fabric on rich, complex, Cairene
urban fabric, in future research initiatives such as the one described in this booklet.
Suzette Michel Aziz
Head of Architectural Engineering and Environmental Design
AAST, Smart Village Campus

FIG1.0 Deterioration of buildings in Al- darb Al ahmar

INTRODUCTION

Nancy Abdel-Moniem
His Highness, the Aga Khan, once said: “It is
a society that is changing every day around
the world. Our attempt, our aspiration, our
prayer is to try to have the humility, but also the
competence, to understand what is happening
and to seek to influence it so that future
generations can live in a better environment.”
In this context, Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC)
has conducted various revitalization projects
throughout the Islamic world. These projects’
primary goal is to improve the inhabitants’ “quality
of life by activating culture as a springboard for
economic and social development.”

Accordingly, the department dedicated two courses
to this collaboration that could be categorized under
the Aga Khan Historic Cities Program (AKHCP). The
first course was an undergraduate core course titled
“Introduction to Urban Design,” which hosted 20
students, and the second one was a postgraduate
elective course titled “Conservation of Architectural
Heritage,” that 18 students enrolled in it.

In an attempt to adopt this approach, the
Architectural Engineering & Environmental
Design department at Arab Academy for
Science, Technology and Maritime Transport,
Smart Village Campus, in July 2019, submitted a
proposal to AKTC, Education Program, regarding
collaboration within the scope of “Courses,
Lecture series, and Workshops.”

The department has chosen these two
courses to minimize the gap between
academia and urban revitalization
practice. It was an excellent chance
for
both
undergraduate
and
postgraduate students to test closely
how the research is implemented onsite. Although, the chosen case study
of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar (ADAA) that have
been funded by the AKTC under the
AKHCP gave a new perspective about
the fund organizations and how their
general guidelines are implemented,
and especially when it came to the
communities’ revitalization physically,
socially, culturally and economically
like is the case with AKTC projects.

Fig. 0.2 Aerial View for Al-Azhar Park and Al-Darb Al-Ahmar area.

INTRODUCTION TO URBAN DESIGN COURSE
The department used these two
courses complementary by having
the preliminary analysis from the
undergraduate course and then
following an in-depth assessment
with the postgraduate course. In
the upcoming part, there will be a
description of each course and its
objectives, followed by the educational
process.

Fig. 0.1. Al-Darb Al-Ahmar area.

This course introduced undergraduate students to theories about how
cities are formed and the practice of urban design and development.
It was an introductory subject that examined both the Egyptian
metropolis’ evolving structure and how it can be designed and
developed. It surveyed the idea of a wide range of people who have
addressed urban problems and acted to alter cities, suburbs, and
regions through urban design and development. Students learned
the theories and principles of urban design and issues concerning
processes and practices

The course two Main textbooks were:
-Clark, J. & Wise, N., 2018, Urban Renewal, Community and Participation: Theory, Policy and practice, Switzerland, Springer.
-Carmona et al. 2010 (2nd edition). Public Places Urban Spaces: The Dimensions of Urban Design. New York: Architectural Press,
Routledge.
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OBJECTIVES
The course aimed to understand the different theories, principles, processes, and urban design procedures
and enhance students’ practical urban revitalization skills. The course examined the ways that existing cities
have spread and been redeveloped. The course included a rich collection of ideas and projects that urban
designers were generating internationally, notably the Aga Khan Historic Cities Program (AKHCP).
The course helped students characterize the concept of urban space by understanding its different physical,
human, and temporal aspects and the concept of Urban Revitalization through understanding its different
physical, social & economic aspects. The course also described the impact of professional architectural
solutions on society & the environment locally, regionally & globally. Students who took this course learned
the relationship between people & buildings, between buildings & their environments, and the need to relate
buildings & the surrounding spaces to human needs & scale (contextual understanding.)

CONSERVATION OF ARCHITECTURAL HERITAGE COURSE
This postgrad course enhanced the understanding of the complex characteristics of the Heritage structure,
values, authenticity and opened up discussions to evaluate frameworks for planning and managing heritage
conservation within the surroundings. The course also tackled cultural discontinuity issues and demonstrated
contemporary trends towards re-assuring local cultural continuum development. The course also introduced
graduate students to the concept of urban revitalization within the heart of the old cities and examined
the mostly untold history of the historic preservation movement, and explored how political and economic
influences shape how we preserve or do not preserve the built environment. It developed a critical approach
towards the current practice and opened a discussion on the means to enhance and to appropriate
conservation methods according to the cases.

The course supported students to define
strengths and weaknesses and suggested
plausible solutions to identified problems.

The course instructor provided readings by
session (noted in the References part of this
book) that have been used throughout the
term as illustrations of the concepts discussed
in class. Students have been thoroughly
familiar with them and analyzed a selection
as part of several assignments. The instructor
adopted the following textbook: Jain, A.,
k. 2015, Conservation of Cultural Heritage,
Discovery Publishing House PVT.LTD New
Delhi, India

The course helped the students analyze relevant international examples of different urban revitalization
projects that involve the re-design of the surrounding spaces and the area’s socio-economic upgrading, and
the establishment of frameworks and processes that facilitate successful development. The course included
a rich collection of ideas and projects that urban designers generate internationally, notably the AKHCP. The
course showed that urban design could improve the human experience from the most local project to the
broader environment.

15

Fig. 0.3. One of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Workshop Owners.
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OBJECTIVES
The course helped students characterize urban revitalization by
understanding its different physical, social & economic aspects. To describe
the impact of professional urban solutions on the society & the environment
locally, nationally & internationally.

The AKTC project at Al-Darab Al-Ahmar is still considered a milestone
in urban revitalization in Egypt. This success is due to the strategies
that the project followed to achieve its goals, which are different and
contradictory to the government approach. The project established
an innovative scheme based on the participatory design in the
physical interventions, socio-economic integration, and the financial
aspect that play the leading role in inspiring urban planners and enrich
the discussions arena in Egypt. Through its work, AKTC managed to
present a viable model for integrated urban development of historic
areas.

Students who took this course learned how projects maintain or lose their
sustainability due to the management plan’s efficiency and ability to
face rising changes. The course realized its main aim through the following
objectives as the students were able to do by the end of the course:
•

Analyzed relevant international examples of different urban design
projects.
Explored the art of making places.
Identified ideas and projects that AKHCP was generating.
Communicated with others, present ideas and findings.
Analyzed problems, found alternatives, and chose the most
appropriate.
Verified an open-minded approach in the appraisal of urban design
issues and requirements.
Been able to represent problem analysis and solution of urban
environment design.

•
•
•
•
•
•

In this context, the courses documented and analyzed the ADAA
district to assess the area’s current situation after a decade of the
revitalization project finished. The students presented several proposals
to enhance the parts that have been demolished or need new
interventions and urban revitalization. The project has been divided
into three stages, the first stage: the preparation phase, the second
stage: the core phase, and the third stage: the ending phase.

THE PREPARATION PHASE
In this phase, the instructor and the assistant team gathered data
about the case study and made several field visits and on-site light
interviews to generalize the status-quo. The instructor also prepared
the course material in this phase, consisting of lectures, workshops,
presentations, teamwork activities, assignments, and inviting the guest
speakers. The guest speakers worked mostly in the ADAA project,
and other guests were working in the conservation field and urban
revitalization projects. Eventually, the team intervenes in the branding
theme to the course as a new idea to be added to the ADAA revival
approach.

EDUCATIONAL PROCESS
“Over a decade of concentrated work, the project managed to
rehabilitate more than a hundred houses in the area, upgrade several
public open spaces, restore and reuse many public buildings and
monuments to serve the needs of the area inhabitants, and establish
health and education programs. The project also created thousands
of job opportunities and boosted economic opportunities in the area
through vocational training, business development services, and
microcredit schemes” (Ibrahim, 2014).

Fig. 0.4. Storage inside an oriental café.
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THE CORE PHASE
The courses’ timelines were 16 weeks each. The
postgrad course began three weeks later than
the ungraduated course. The chosen case study
set the course’s main guidelines as it represented
a successful example within the same context.
The course was organized in workshops and
field survey formats, supplemented by lectures,
readings,
guest
speakers,
presentations,
teamwork activities, assignments, and urban
revitalization projects. The following will highlight
a brief detail of each activity that had been
done within the course:
1.
Lectures, Readings, and Guest Speakers:
Lectures and discussions were supplemented
by videos that presented cases involving recent
projects that illustrated the scope and methods
of urban design practice and theory. Guest
speakers covered several areas, either the ADAA
project process or general knowledge on city
branding and conservation techniques.
2.
Teamwork Activities, Presentations &
Assignment: The class sessions consisted of
debates on various research/ analysis techniques
and students’ progress in their projects. The
Students have been asked to digging into the
Post Occupancy Evaluation of the case study
implemented under the AKHCP. Assignments
followed the different parts of the course; it was
about the Everyday Story of the place and how
it met the user’s needs. However, the first part
of the courses was a desktop review for all the
ADAA project documents. Students were asked
to go through all the provided documents and
add them to their research. Students worked on
these phases to positively or negatively develop
and analyze the data to reach the factors’
ADAA project. They also explored the potential
for understanding design as a mode of research
inquiry. In this context, the ADAA district will be
19

documented and analyzed to assess the urban
renewal plan done by the AKTC. Students
explored the changes that happened after the
AKTC project finished. Besides, they examined
the impact of the Political and Socio-economic
changes after 2011 until now.
3.
Field Survey: Students had the chance to
visit the project and felt the community upgrading
tangibly as part of the whole conservation and
revitalization of the area.
The surveys consisted of several methods:
On-site observation, Each Group visited its zone
with the camera, notebook, observe people,
and answered these questions through their
observations: Where do they gather; how do
they walk, what are their activities?

Fig. 0.5. Outdoor seating area in one of the buildings courts.
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Where is there an inspiring and definable
response to the built environment?
Questionnaires and group focus interviews:
Each group prepared a bunch of
questions, and with an internal workshop
led by the instructor, all groups set together
the questionnaire based on their previous
observation made and with the book’s
guidance. The questionnaire assessed the
socio-economic changes in the area and
the political changes that affected the
urban transformation.

with real life. This documentation represents
this book as the outcomes of this journey
by the AKTC, the Education Programme,
in cooperation with the Architectural
Engineering & Environmental Department,
Arab Academy for Science, Technology &
Maritime Transport, Smart Village Campus.

Urban Surveys: undergrad students made
all the urban surveys from land uses’ map,
heights’ map, and so forth. Postgrad
students checked the surveys done by their
undergrad colleagues. They dug more to
reach an in-depth analysis stage for the
ADAA revitalization project stage from
2010 to 2019, which can be discussed and
reviewed in the planned two workshops.
4.
Workshops: the course hosted two
workshops. The first one was after finishing
the literature and surveys analysis. This
workshop aimed to present the complete
analysis, critique this phase, and present
several design approaches. By the end
of the urban interventions, the second
workshop was to see several use points on
the proposals.
THE ENDING PHASE

Fig. 0.6. One of the workshops in Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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Once the assignments have been completed
and all reviews have been noted. Each group
had five weeks to develop all its output into a
full report. The department also saw a must
to document all the educational experience
stages to be easily handed to other high
education institutes to integrate the theories
22

Fig. 0.7. Skyline Photo-collage for a Residential area in Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.

P A RT I

A L - D A R B A L -A HM A R
A N O VE R V IEW

Brief Historical
Timeline of Events
for ADAA
The following timeline provides
brief description of significant dates
that effected the area from 969 till
present, highlighting main events
and turn points according to a
literature investigation conducted
by the undergraduate students.

Fig. 0.8. Timeline for the Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Area, (2019).
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Fig. 1.0. Map shows Cairo city center in relation to Al-Darb Al-Ahmar District.
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1. AL-DARB AL-AHMAR
A HISTORY FROM A NEAR PAST

1.1. INTRODUCTION
Between Bab Zuweila and the Citadel, Cairo’s area was initially the Fatimid and
Ayyubid era cemeteries site. The population of the city reached its peak, and
the area began to be developed in earnest. The city expanded southwards,
and many Mamluk elites were eager to build new establishments closer to
the Citadel, the seat of the sultan’s power. The sultan himself encouraged this
development and built the northwest of the Citadel palace (such as the Palace
of Amir Qawsun), as he was building his palaces inside the Citadel.
One of the most remarkable Aga Khan Conservation and Urban Revitalization
Projects took place in Cairo. In the 1980s, Cairo has gifted a green heart, which was
later in the 1990s formulated into the Azhar park project. The project continued in
the 2000s with conservation and urban revitalization schemas, including historical
building restoration, housing improvement, and socio-economic development
programs.
To continue with the study, we had to investigate what was done before in the
area, the current state, and what was done before. The chapter result summarizes
the historical background of the area till the end of the AKTC interventions there.
The first part of reviewing the history of the place is reading Karim Ibrahim’s
document on ADAA to visit its history. The following part summarizes Karim
Ibrahim’s marginal notes,

Fig. 1.1. Inside the entrance of one of the residential houses in Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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“EXTRACT FROM A DIARY.“
1.2. SUMMARY
ON
KARIM
IBRAHIM
MARGINAL NOTES OF THE SOFT DIALECTICS
OF HISTORIC CAIRO “EXTRACT FROM A
DAIRY”
He describes a particular building in the ADAA that significantly
impacted the area and comprised brief descriptions as a similar
process to what happened to other heritage buildings there.
Following is an elaboration of different aspects concerning the
conservation planning, practices, failures, and relevant information
about the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) report.

1.2.1. No.5 Al Qirabiya
The No.5 Al Qirabiya building is a Neo-classical Islamic style residential
building with fine-detailed woodwork and passages and decorated
facades. In September 1997, Kareem Ibrahim saw the building he was
astonished by how incredible and well preserved the façade was.

.

Karim Ibrahim. 2009. “Extract from a Diary: Marginal Notes on the Soft Dialectics
of Historic Cairo.” edited by D. Singerman. Egypt: American University in Cairo Press.
(1)

Fig. 1.2. A historical map of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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INCTOTATENT
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NO. 5 EL QIRBIYA

TIMELINE OF EVENTS FOR THE BUILDING:

SEPTEMBER 1997

1992 - A demolition decree is issued against the building.
2000 - Despite the demolition decree, the Supreme Council of
Antiquities (SCA) creates a registration for the building to be
registered as a significant Building.
2004 - The owner asks the court for the eviction of the residents
and demolition of the building.
2006 - Governor and residents appeal the demolition, based
on decrees protecting the fabric of historic Cairo. However,
since the building registration as a significant building was never
completed, the appeal was denied
2007 - The incident sparks much attention. The head of the SCA
writes a letter to Cairo’s governor. However, the court is forced
to rule in favor of the demolition. Nothing has changed, and the
building is not yet registered as a significant Building.
Fig. 1.4. No.5 Al Qirabiya, Residential Buildings Balconies.

2007 - The SCA and Cairo Governorate (CG) work together and
recommend that the building be restored since the structural
damage is minimal. They recommended transferring the
building’s case to the vital building committee. The dispute is
raised to the “highest levels.”
The SCA decides It is the responsibility of the local district to
restore the building.

Fig. 1.6. Conservation of deteriorated residential building in
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.

2008 - The local district manager sends a letter stating that the
building has not yet been registered as a significant building.
The contractor hired for the restoration of the building is also not
qualified enough for the restoration process.
Even though the decision has been taken, no financial aid or
legal muscle has been allocated to the project; thus, no action
has been taken.

Fig. 1.3. No.5 Al Qirabiya, Residential Building openings .

Fig. 1.5. No.5 Al Qirabiya, Residential Building .

The Ministry of culture also refuses to restore the interior and limits
the restoration process to the residential building facades.
2009 - No. 5 El Qirabiya receive a final ultimatum for the demolition
of the residents’ eviction.
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Fig. 1.7. Deteriorated historical residential building in Al-Darb
Al-Ahmar.
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1.3. CONSERVATION AND PLANNING
Discourse Between Conservation And Planning Policies. “From The End Of The 19th Century To 21st Century”
Even though the story ended tragically with the building’s demolition, No.5 Al Qirabiya has a positive outlook.
Unlike many historic and significant buildings that get silently demolished, the building received much attention
from high authorities.
1.3.1. Summary of conservation practices from the 19th century to the 21st century:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Preservation of individual buildings without regard to their function or urban context.
1952: Few recourses “If any” was directed to conservation.
1985: Islamic Cairo nominated for inclusion in the World Heritage List.
Conservation efforts started after the 1992 earthquake.
UNDP updated the UNESCO report in the rehabilitation of historic Cairo report.
Ministry of Culture initiated the historic Cairo rehabilitation project.

1.3.2. Summary of urban planning practices from the 19th century to the 21st century:
•
•
•

Modernization of the city and solving its problems is based on a pragmatic and functional level without
regard to the urban fabric’s historical importance.
1952: All recourses were directed to new housing.
1960: Fatimid Cairo plan was introduced to revive Cairo’s historical city; however, the city plan for vehicular
movement planning aimed to destroy its historic urban fabric.

1.3.3. Main issues and consequences:
•
•
•
•
•

Cairo Governorate and local district vs. Ministry of Culture debates around the future of historic Cairo.
The result was that The Ministry of Culture initiated the National Organization Of Urban Harmony “NOUH” to
protect “Significant Buildings.”
Supreme Council of Antiquates “SCA” for the protection of “Monuments.”
Buildings were being demolished, waiting for being listed.
The Ministry of Religious Endowments (Awqaf) is the owner of many buildings in historic Cairo.

1.3.4. History of Classifications of Heritage Buildings based on the 19th century:
•
•
•
•
•

Classifications started in Egypt with the British occupation in 1882 based on “Classification of India’s
Architectural Heritage.”
Concentrations on a small number of privileged buildings.
Registration of monuments since the 19th century.
Creation of a buffer or protective zone around buildings, isolating them from everyday use or connection
with communities.
Unlisted buildings were abused, demolished.

Fig. 1.8. Ruins from a heritage building.
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1.3.5. New Attempts in favor of heritage conservation
•
•
•
•

Parallel List to the antiquities list gives the significant buildings that are not listed a legal status not to be
demolished or abused - “Law I44/ 2006”.
No mechanism was introduced for the UNDP Report.
Start of promoting the concept of “Area Conservation.”
Urges to bind authorities for surmounting the many obstacles legally.

1.4. AL-DARRASA HILLS (1882)
Historical Background
•

1.3.6. The new authority should:
•
•
•
•
•

Define the geographical extent of the historic area.
Take responsibility for restoring monuments in association with the Supreme Council of Antiquities.
Enforce building regulations for conservation & for reviewing appropriate design standards for new
constructions.
Coordinate the international support for conservation.
Create a technical department to undertake conservation work.

•

•

1.3.7. UNDP Report Failure Reasons:
•
•

•
•
•

Lacks a viable implementation mechanism, including financing.
All identified vital players are “official stakeholders,” so implementation will
have to proceed on three official levels. 1) High ranking committee chaired by
the prime minister. 2) Independent authority chaired by the minister of culture.
3) Integral specialized committee.
Implementation power is given to the government while ignoring people.
Civil organizations, as NGO’s needed formal recognition.
Three fundamental aspects of the problems of Historic Cairo and was far
away from the center of discourse on urban revitalization schemes: 1. Socioeconomic Dimension 2. Governance 3. The Power of People

•
•

•

•
•
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Al-Drab Al-Ahmar is a representative of historic
Cairo’s significant neighborhoods, as it is possible
to trace the impact of these transformations on
the built environment.
Population in Al-Drab Al-Ahmar was decreasing
by 50% between the middle of the 1970s and
1990s while Cairo’s population was vastly
increasing.
A significant contributor to this was the deteriorating
downward spiral of the existing housing stock.
Immediate causes of this deterioration were the
lack of regular maintenance and investment in
housing.
This drastic demographic change was also
paralleled by a qualitative one.
The neighborhood has continuously been losing
its well-educated and better off the younger
generation.
The socio-economic and demographic change
started to grab the attention of the specialists
working in the field.
This was primarily due to increased international
awareness in the 1979s and 1980s.
Addressing the historic cities only on the physical
level without paying attention to their socioeconomic and demographic problems cannot
be sustainable in the long run.

Fig. 1.9. Historic Cairo.

Fig. 1.10. Historic Cairo.
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1.4.2. Governance as a Missing Element
1.4.1. The Socio-economic Dimension
Summary of the UNDP report on historic cities:
•
•

•

•
•

Socio-economic policies are intended to
empower the local communities to participate
fully in historic Cairo.
Finance should also be facilitated to promote
new friendly technologies for small-scale
enterprises giving priority to female heads of
households.
NGO’s should encourage the “Organize
Training Programs” for traditional handicrafts
in order to improve skills and ultimately reduce
unemployment.
Invest in the area to generate employment
opportunities.
Community leaders should also be encouraged
to identify and be involved in social projects.

Fig. 1.11. No.5 Al Qirabiya, shops wooden doors.
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ADAA Revitalization
•

•

•

Less than two centuries ago, ADAA was one of
the wealthiest neighborhoods in Cairo. It was and
remains famous for its rich concentration of Islamic
monuments. When it reached more than 100,000
inhabitants on this 1.2 square kilometers historic
district, they were among the city’s neediest.
The ADAA residents constitute a tightly knit
community: 86% of the inhabitants were born
there, and 65% work there or in neighboring
districts. The income of 70% of the inhabitants was
less than 100 pounds per month, which was lower
than the poverty line’s standard at that time.
The historic urban fabric we want to protect
today was produced and inhabited by the socioeconomic and cultural mix that differs from the
one that exists nowadays in historic Cairo. This
difference can be measured by the distance
between people that built No. 5 El Qirbiya at the
turn of the twentieth century and the one who
wanted to demolish it then.

Fig 1.12. Historical deteriorating door.

Over the past few decades, addressing historical cities’ deterioration problem has evolved from a
straight-jacketed physical plan to address socio-economic reasons. Some cities find ways to manage their
local resources to get sustainable urban development. From these cities was Nicosia in Cyprus, Barcelona,
and the Arab World.
• Very few historic cities have managed to
Straight-jacketed
Attempts to address sociofind a direct link between deteriorated
physical plans
economic reasons
Historic areas’ lack of democracy /
dysfunctional governance structure
Some cities find ways to manage their local
because of political constraints (state resources to get Sustainable urban development
citizen) but no real discussion about the
revitalization of historic cities.
• Nicosia
• Looking at the state of governance
• Barcelona
in historic Cairo and Egyptian urban
x Arab world
Discussion About
communities, if assessed the governance
Historic Cities
Centered On Physical
in items (capacity to deliver proper
Revitalization
Improvement
services - responding to local community
needs and its citizens) but none of them
Strategies For Socio-economic
are effectively functioning.
Developments
• The governmental decrees to demolish
it was issued by relatively incompetent
Neglect Political
parties, while the capacity of the other
Dimensions
government organizations who wanted
to stop the process was limited.
• Different
agencies
had
different
agendas.
• Intellectuals,
who
supported
the
The Discourse Has Been Limited To Improving The
building’s
protection,
failed
to
hold
the
Relationship Between Government Organizations
governmental agencies account to
Hypothetical City Management Structure.
protect Cairo’s architectural heritage.
• Despite many government officials’
attempts to stop the demolition of
• This approach has distracted the attention of
buildings, the solutions that came
different revitalization attempts away from
typically involved bypassing the system
fundamental factors such as democracy and
through exceptional measures without
governance.
resolving the system’s real problem.
Discussion About Historic Cities Revitalization
Centered on physical improvement strategies for socio-economic developments neglect political
dimensions. The discourse has been limited to improving the relationship between government organizations’
hypothetical city management structure.
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1.4.3. Power of People
This distorted relationship between
the state, civil society organizations,
and local community members
has influenced our city’s cultural
landscape. Unless transparency
and good governance ascheme,
these schemes will have very slim
chances for success.
Revolutionary Ideas
Construction
and
urban
development activities by small
local contractors and ambitious
neighborhood
entrepreneurs
never stopped in historic Cairo.
Despite the fair debate provoked
by the case of No.5 Al-Qirabiya
that might explain the reactions
of different governmental parties
and the motivations, actions of
local individuals were influenced
by very different concerns.
Investment Opportunity
The owner of the case of No.5 AlQirabiya building between state,
civil society decided to demolish
it. He saw in the demolition of the
organization and local building
an investment opportunity. He
considered community members
making the property into a
commercial facility somewhat
influenced our culture than
keeping it residential, which yields
little to no profit.
Rent Control Laws
Unless transparency and fair rent
control laws are promulgated
following
the
governance
rules, it becomes after the 1952
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revolution stipulate that a building
with tenants’ intrinsic part of
any revitalization can only be
demolished if it is structurally
unsound.
This
scheme
will
otherwise, the property owner
is obligated to have a very slim
chance to provide alternative
housing for any tenants he evicts.
Significant Buildings List
The owner decided to demolish
the structure, although, in 2000,
the SCA and Cairo Governorate
decided to register the building
on the significant buildings list.
This process forbids demolition
or modification of the building
and grants the building a special
legal status where it becomes a
heritage building.
Demolition Permits
With the help of an experienced
lawyer, the owner decided
to pursue his plan to evict the
residents, ignored this registration
process, and demolished some
building’s structural elements.
His plan was fed by some local
contractors’
ambitions
who
offered the owner some help by
investigating new customers who
would buy apartments in the new
building or obtain demolition
permits, given that they expected
to profit from their part of the deal.
In 2007, the appeals court
decreed that the building could
be demolished despite the
determined
legal
resistance
from “Amm Salah,” one of the

residents. Subsequently, he started
contracting
a
considerable
number of intellectuals and
individuals
concerned
with
protecting architectural heritage.
This act drew the attention of
many people who started raising
the media issue to act together
and protect the building from its
fate. All concerned governmental
and non-governmental parties
concluded that the building
should be registered. However,
when it came to specific
actions, various agencies started
distancing themselves from the
registration process, asking other
agencies to carry this burden
because they were worried that
they would become responsible
for protecting and maintaining the
building. In parallel, the building
was subject to vandalism, and the
governmental agencies were still
negotiating back and forth. The
owner pursued his legal efforts
and eviction decree, allowing
him to evict the building’s tenants
legally and demolish the building.
Despite civil society and heritage
preservation
governmental
agencies’ efforts,” Amm Salah”
is digging his heels in and stands
as the only force against the
demolition of this significant
building in what is supported to
Be a world heritage city. He is
waiting alone for a fate that has
already eradicated the majority
of Cairo’s architectural heritage.
Intellectuals, including planners,
architects,
conservation,

and
archeologists,
all
with
influential governmental heritage
preservation
agencies,
stood
against the building’s demolition.
However, these intellectuals failed
to stop the chain reaction caused
by a single person living in a local
community who tried to demolish
one of Cairo’s most significant
buildings. This failure stems from two
main reasons, which are familiar to
many other similar confrontations.
1) Mismatch between cultural
values and financial interests in
Cairo. 2) The failure to grasp the
essence of Cairo’s everyday life
The conflict is not between formal
and informal and between two
different levels of the formal system.
It is a contradiction between a
“Higher Level” of a formal system
that tries to implement abstract

concepts and a “Lower Level”
of the same formal system that is
paradoxically ambivalent in many
ways. The failure was to understand
that the formal is divided into two
separate systems: 1- An idealized
system where different agencies
declare a value to promote the
common good in this system,
the heritage preservation. 2- A
realized system that is lenient to
those who understand its fine points
and means of maneuvering. It is
a situation in which the building’s
owner did not need to violate a
single law and managed to use
the formal system against itself. He
has legally annihilated the formal
conservation ability against to
protect the building, revealing a
distorted perception of the conflict
between formal and informal in our

urban planning practices.
These two reasons reflect a more
profound crisis where intellectuals,
planners, and decision-makers do
not, in many cases, have a clear
sense of market forces and the
overall values systems and how
different interest groups use the
system against itself and for their
benefit. This failure to understand
the never-ending negotiations,
compromises and tick’s everyday
life, and the dialectic between
different interest groups, deeply
jeopardizes the reasoning and
the assumptions behind the urban
planning and conservation process
itself.

Fig. 1.13. Historical religious building.
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Fig. 1.14. Planning areas and primary zones of interventions.
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Fig. 1.15. Aga Khan intervention on some residential buildings.
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Fig. 1.16. Aga Khan intervention on some residential buildings and the historical Ayyubid Wall.
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2. AL-DARB AL-AHMAR
FROM 2010 TILL PRESENT

This chapter summarizes the AKDN interventions in ADAA. It starts with the theoretical background of what
was done in the area, then follows a brief conclusion of the Quality of Life survey done by the AKDN, ADAA
Community Development Company (CDC), and ADAAR, which investigated the outcome of the project
on the community. Finally, it summarizes the business survey also done by the same organizations to fully
understand what was done and its implications since the project was initiated.

2.1. QUALITY OF LIFE SURVEY
2.1.1. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar (ADAA) was one of the wealthiest neighborhoods in Historic Cairo, featuring the richest
concentrations of Islamic architecture in the world. However, the district today suffers from a lack of necessary
infrastructure and services. Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Revitalization (ADAAR) was an initiative by the Aga Khan
Development Network (AKDN) in 2000. The creation of Al-Azhar Park by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture (AKTC)
prompted the start of a development project to improve the living conditions of the ADAA district residents
adjacent to the park. The urban renewal project’s central vision and objectives aim to bring sustained
improvements in the community’s built environment, socio-economic status, and living conditions and reverse
the structural and socio-economic decline of this historic district.
2.1.2. PROJECT PHASES
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Revitalization (ADAAR) project consists of three phases. The third and final phase of
implementation (2009 - 2013) focuses on the sustainability of community-based interventions by transferring
skills and development experience to the local community by strengthening and mentoring the Civil Society
Organizations (CSO’s) that will take over the program activities.

Fig 2.1. House hold Survey 2010.
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Fig 2.2. Photo collage for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar residential buildings.
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2.1.3. OVERALL PROJECT GOAL
Quality of Life (QoL) assessment was
commissioned in ADAA in mid-2010. Before
this, two surveys, a 2003 baseline, and a 2009
post-implementation survey were completed to
cover the project’s first two phases (2000- 2009).
The 2010 survey design is based on prior surveys
in ADAA and a review of surveys undertaken
in the Historic Cities Projects in other parts of
the world, including quality of life indicators.
The QoL survey comprised of quantitative
and qualitative research techniques. The
quantitative survey was undertaken in August
2010, while the complementary qualitative
baseline survey was undertaken to post the
January 2011 revolution, which has witnessed
anti-government protests and a significant

2.1.4. METHODOLOGY OF AKDN QOL SURVEY
reshuffle of government officials. The survey
captures community needs and perceptions
to strengthen the project components currently
being implemented, gain feedback regarding
interventions already implemented, and inform
the project sustainability and the Exit Strategy,
especially concerning the social development
programs.

Al-Darb Al-Ahmar (ADAA) district is affiliated to the
Cairo Governorate. It is divided into 13 administrative
zones called “Shiyakhat.” It has an estimated
population of 92,000 (83,447 residing population and
a floating population of external shopkeepers and
workshop employees of around 9000 people). The
primary quantitative survey comprised structured
interviews, followed by focus group discussions and
in-depth discussions to explain and complement
the primary survey findings. The qualitative baseline
survey explored the community needs and priorities,
intending to inform the current phase and propose
their inclusion in this final phase.
Caption: The domains affecting QOL as discussed by the AKDN

Caption: The design of the QOL survey done by the AKDN
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Caption: The development goals discussed by the AKDN
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HOUSEHOLD INCOME AND EXPENDITURE PATTERNS

2.1.5. HOUSEHOLD ECONOMY

How to measure the Economic Wellbeing of a family
•

•

DEMOGRAPHIC PROFILE OF THE HOUSEHOLDS

By the number of earning members,
46% of households have no one earning
member, 35% of households have
only one earning member, 14% of
households have two earning members,
3% of households have three earning
members, 2 % of households have four
earning members, 51% of households are
employed outside the ADAA Males are
engaged mostly in Self-employed and
private jobs. While females are mostly
engaged in governmental jobs. 73% of
females are not working because of the
idea of keeping women away from harm,
marrying, and starting a family.
Occupancy Status House ownership over
the years, However, 5% only are a tenant
(new lease) which pay about 500 EGP
as monthly rent 75% of households are a
tenant (old lease) which pay about 70
EGP as monthly rent - Fixed Assets More
than 50% have televisions, satellite dish,
washing machine, Refrigerator, and other
durable goods.

In 2010 (1037 EGP), monthly income is about double the 2003
(497EGP) income. This income is divided relatively between food,
monthly rents, and education. What happened after the 25th
of January revolution is Food inflation, working hours by daily
wage earners, Social Insecurity, and new structures such as new
avenues in Khan-Al- Khalili & Al-Ghoureya. On the other hand,
employability and the number of workers in workshops decreased
at a high rate.
HOUSEHOLD DEBTS AND LOAN PATTERNS
Loans (1-10000+ EGP) are mainly distributed as follows:
• 15% of Education
• 14% Repay debts
• 12% Food
• 10% of Durable goods
• 10% Meet their daily expenses
• 10% Improvements to the house
• 6% Upgrading business
Source of loans are mainly from friends, then banks, NGOs, and
finally traders

HOUSEHOLD SAVINGS PATTERNS
84% of Fixed Deposits
10% Banks, and Post office
Conclusion of the total households’ families savings are:
56% of households save monthly less than 1000 EGP
30% of households save monthly 1000- 4999 EGP
14% of households save monthly more than 5000 EGP
Fig 2.3. Cleaning work in the inner streets.

The labor force decreased with a decrease in the average family
size. The female to male ratio increased that led to an increase
in the number of Female-Headed Households. The female to
male child sex ratio increased because of losing young males or
lower female mortality than males.
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IMPLICATIONS FOR AKDN PROGRAMS IN TERMS OF CHILDREN EDUCATION
2.1.6. EDUCATION
Theoretically, education should increase one’s opportunity
to find appropriate jobs. However, many see that the
impact of higher education on career opportunities is not
very optimistic. The high level of unemployment among
higher education graduates is living evidence. This awful
experience of friends, neighbors or relatives, nurtures the
feeling that public school education is “a waste of time”
(AKDN,2011).

The
existence
of
four early childhood
development centers.

Mini libraries serve as
academic support hub.

Computer and information
technology
workshops,
especially for girls.

HIGHER EDUCATION
Financial limitation leads away from general education to vocational
education (for boys).
-For girls, continued education is the most culturally acceptable
reason to get out of the home.
IMPLICATIONS FOR AKDN PROGRAMS IN TERMS OF HIGHER EDUCATION

VOCATIONAL TRAINING AND EMPLOYABILITY
68 % preferred administrative jobs and accounting
7% vocational/crafts related employment
2.1.7. HEALTH
EDUCATIONAL STATUS FOR CHILDREN
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REPRODUCTIVE AND CHILD HEALTH: AWARENESS
OF REPRODUCTIVE HEALTH COURSE AS NOT MANY
WOMEN AND GIRLS WERE AWARE. HOWEVER, MEN
WERE HESITANT TO ATTEND THESE SESSIONS DUE TO
A VARIETY OF REASONS.
PREVALENCE OF CHRONIC DISEASES AND
DISABILITIES: OUT OF THE 32 PHYSICALLY
CHALLENGED PERSONS, 24 REPORTEDLY FACED
SIGNIFICANT PROBLEMS IN CARRYING OUT ROUTINE
ACTIVITIES.
TREATMENT SEEKING BEHAVIOR: GOVERNMENTAL
HOSPITALS > ADAA CLINICS RAISING AWARENESS:
MATERNAL AND CHILD HEALTH

Fig 2.4. Barrier between a private property and the
street.
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2.1.8. BUILT ENVIRONMENT
Residency & Housing Condition
Living Area of the Household:
• 89% of the households in ADAA occupy a space
less than 100 square meters
• 11% cover up to 49 square meters
• 79 % between 50 to 99 square meters
• 11% are in between 100 to 199 square meters

Implications of AKDN program on the built environment:
•
•
•
•

The number of Living Rooms:
• Most households have two or three rooms and a
separate kitchen (around 94%)

2.1.10. COMMUNITY AND ASSOCIATIONAL LIFE

Housing Condition:
• Only 8% of the households were in poor condition
• 6% were vulnerable to structural, fire, or security
hazards

2.1.9. ACCESS & VISITS TO GREEN SPACES & OPEN AREAS
Access to Open & Green Spaces:
• Within and around, ADAA is limited to both adults
and children.
• 17% of the respondents confirmed that they had
recently visited any open space within or outside
ADAA.
• The majority, 83%, had no visits at all.
• 71% of the children play at home, 9% play outside
the streets, while only 5% play in Al Azhar Park that
is used for family outings and as a regular meeting
place for young women and girls from the district
Location of the Open & Green Space:
• Tarabay garden, created with a grant from the
Danny Kaye Foundation, is associated with Darb al
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Safe Disposal of Garbage & Repair of faulty Sewer Lines (including behavioral aspects)
Minor Repairs to Facades, Pavements, Street Lightning
Developing more Small Green Open Spaces within ADAA
Rooftops as an Important Aspect in the Housing Revitalization

•

•

Ahmar’s perimeter rather than the center.
Nearly one-third of the households (31%) suggested
that the vacant plots and open spaces should be
developed as green areas, while 26% suggested
their educational programs.
From the residents’ point of view, there are no
green or open spaces in ADAA.

Accessibility of Households to Rooftops:
• 80% of respondents were not used for any activity
other than leisure
• Absence of usage of rooftops for any workshop
related activity

Safety and Security:
Households ensured that street lights were sufficient for
safe walks, night security guards had an important role,
streets were safe during day and night times due to
trust in neighborhoods.
Safety of districts was reflected in; high freedom
of mobility and the absence of sexual harassment
concerning female gender, children playing in streets
freely, people buying household needs safely, and
children walking to school without adults.
Local Institutions:
Conflict resolution mechanisms mostly called the police,
and few stated that they refer to local authorities and
social networks. During the 25th of January revolution,
local vigilante groups secured their places at the local
level.There is a very low level of participation in social
networks and associations concerning the households,
and associations may be due to being a maledominated culture that puts family values first. Among
the 942 respondents interviewed, only 25 confirmed
that they were a part of a sports/culture club. Just 42
reported being associated with professional syndicates.

2.1.11. Overall Quality of Life Survey Conclusion:
•
•
•

•

People were Satisfied with the quality of health
services more than schools and preschools.
Both women and men expressed concern about
the negative image portrayed by the built
environment in ADAA.
Despite the presence of large quantities of
garbage, dilapidating residential buildings, and an
ever-increasing number of commercial activities,
the current economic stagnation, the vast majority
of residents does not desire to leave ADAA.
Despite the apparent increases in purchasing
power, respondents do not appear to note the
improvements to their economic status.

Aspirations for a Better Quality of Life
Interventions for economic improvement and
improvement of the built environment were most cited
by residents when they were asked for development
recommendations.
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2.2. BUSINESS SURVEY REPORT (BSR)
2.2.1.

QUALITATIVE SURVEY

SURVEY

The qualitative survey aimed to complement the quantitative survey. Rich cases were chosen from the focus
group meetings to explore further the different specialties and variations among retail and manufacturing.

In 2009, the Cairo Economic Livelihoods Project (CELP) was initiated as a platform for policy engagement on
these issues in Egypt. It consists of FMF-E: implementing the business development services and financial services
component CDC: Civil society training AKF-E: Policy Engagement.

The qualitative survey comprised of focus group discussions and in-depth interviews. During early meetings
to decide on the design of a qualitative survey, the intention was to cover both business owners and
employees—businesses for traditional and non-traditional handicrafts.

CELP surveyed in 2019 to see:
•
•
•
•

Size, type, and strength of businesses
Sales and client’s accessibility of loan products
Business development services
Gender and child protection policies and practices, environmental guidelines

2.2.3. BUSINESS PROFILE
A businesses survey was completed in 2010 covered:
• 282 businesses in ADAA. On average, each business employs two persons (employer+1 person) were
collected and analyzed.

2.2.2. METHODOLOGY OF BSR
The survey comprised both a quantitative and qualitative survey. The present report integrates the findings from
both these surveys for the following domains:
•
•
•
•
•
•

The survey breaks down the nature of the specialties in ADAA according to:
• Types of Operating Businesses
• Years of Operation of Businesses
• Age Profile
• Education Profile
• Salaries

Business Profile: Profile of retail or manufacture.
Business Infrastructure: The Built Environment access to essential services such as water, solid waste disposal,
non-product output recycling, electricity, security provisions, and hazards related to business
Business Development: Human Resources and policies for human resources, outsourcing, incomes and
assets, expenditures, loans and debts
Education and Training: Children at risk, formal and informal training for employees
Community Life and Overall Quality of Life: Businesses including traditional woodwork, carpentry, tent
making, handmade tiles, copper, brass, leatherwork/ shoes, silver, and carpets.
Quantitative Survey

The businesses were selected on a random basis, and Quantitative information was collected from 282
workshops

TYPES OF OPERATING BUSINESSES
The geographic distribution of the workshops in ADAA shows a concentration of workshops based on
specialty.Businesses in the woodwork industry (furniture) are specifically engaged in carpentry, wood
staining, woodcutting, upholstery-making, Arquette wood carving, etc.). Traditional woodwork includes
crafts such as mother of pearls, Arabesque, etc.
YEARS OF OPERATION BUSINESSES
•
•

•

Fig 2.16 Construction work in one of the new buildings
by Aga Khan Trust for Culture
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•

51% of the businesses have been operating for 6-10 years, another 42%
have been operational in the area for more than ten years.
An unexpected increase in the portion of workshops operating for ten
years or less can partially be explained by internal mobility among
workshop spaces, usually from older structures into more recently built
buildings.
Most buildings constructed in the last 30 years are designed to have
commercial spaces on the ground floor and/or basement (rented out
as workshops). It is not unusual for ADAA workshops to move location
within the district since most of them are in rented premises for a:1- New
safer/ quieter place. 2- Family property.
Also, the construction of small-sized factories in the form of multi-story
buildings that replace demolished traditional buildings.

Fig 2.6. New building with a commercial
shop in ground level.
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AGE PROFILE

2.2.6.

•

Improvements to the built environment are the government’s responsibility. Aspects such as traffic regulation
and vehicle access control, especially motorbikes and ‘trespass’ mainly for the hazard they pose to pedestrians,
especially children in the neighborhood, were areas of concerns cited by them

•
•

The majority of people surveyed are in the age group of 35 years or more. The employees are younger and
mostly 19- 22 years old (22%) or in the 22-35 years age group (66%).
Only 3% of employees are 16-18 years of age.
The study also shows that sons who join their fathers’ business are themselves older than 35 years; this indicates
that most are highly educated among this category of ‘potential’ business owners

Education Profile
• Business owners deem literacy necessary because it safeguards the business’s privacy, financial, and
technical aspects.
• The percentage of complete illiteracy is highest among older employees, while the percentages drop as the
age range goes younger.
• None had received any formal or informal training related to the trade or any other aspect of in-job training.
Either they learn the family craft (on-job training) by spending school vacation time in their fathers’ workshops
Or learn during the first few weeks or months of employment, depending on the nature of the craft itself.

FACILITIES IN BUSINESS SURVEYED

Workshop owners are less concerned with the surrounding built environment conditions because most of them
do not have direct contact with the end client; they mainly deal with retailers to whom they deliver the products,
or mediatory clients such as architects and interior designers and even in the case of dealing with a private
client, the workshop owner is more likely to visit the client in their premises and deliver the products, than have
the client visit the workshop at any stage of production Of the total manufacturing businesses (245), 91% reported
production of non-product outputs. Sawdust, wood pieces, and pearl mothers’ particles were the most common
NPO amongst woodwork (traditional/furniture) businesses.
2.2.7.

LOSING IDENTITY

SALARIES OF EMPLOYERS AND EMPLOYEES
The mean and median salaries of employers are more than two times the salaries of the employees or family
members working in the businesses.
In terms of distribution, nearly two third of the employers (62%) cited a salary of EGP 1600+ per month. For
employees, 93% of them received a monthly salary of EGP 1200 or less.
The salaries vary with the skill of the employee. One indicator of that is ‘age’ and the other is ‘specialty’.
2.2.4.

Rapidly losing characteristic features
of historic Cairo

BUSINESS INFRASTRUCTURE

Ownership

Basic
Amenities

The business survey has assessed Water, toilets, electricity, and
essential
infrastructure
aspects
issuestoilets,
related toelectricity
the adjoiningBusiness
survey
has assessed
Water,
and
such as ownership of premise and built environment (sewage,
basic infrastructure aspects
issues related to the adjoining
legal status of businesses operating garbage disposal, approach
such
as
ownership
of
builtto businesses
environment
(sewage,
in ADAA.
in terms of
green
premise and legal status of
garbage
disposal,
approach
area/pavements,
facades to
and proximity
to monuments,
businesses
operating
in
businesses
in terms
of the
etc.)
ADAA
presence
of
green

area/pavements, facades and

2.2.5. OWNERSHIP AND LEGAL
STATUS OF BUSINESSES
proximity to monuments etc.)
However, during the qualitative survey, many business
owners were unaware of the procedures of filing tax
forms and filing taxes. This implies a lack of procedural
understanding and/or prevalence of non-licensed
businesses in ADAA.
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Production

Production of ‘non-product
outputs’ and
recycling.
Production
oftheir
‘non
product

outputs’ and their recycling

Construction of a new breed
of contemporary apartment
buildings that exceed the
dominant building heights

Safety

Safety and security conditions
Safety
and security
conditions
and compliances
to gender
and
compliancesguidelines.
to gender
and environmental
and environmental guidelines.

Derelict conditions of monuments,
the demolition of old heritage
buildings with valuable craftsmanship
(emphasizing ground floor stone wall
and doorway decorations)

Block the view to cherished
monuments (minarets and domes of
surrounding mosques).

Some of the business owners shared that the authorities
estimate the taxes based on the highest recorded
incomes. This is unfair as most of the businesses operate
on orders. Oversized orders are rare.
Fig 2.7. Diagram shows how Al-Darb Al-Ahmar loses its identity.
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2.2.8. SAFETY AND SECURITY CONDITIONS
None of the businesses have their goods or equipment insured. However, this may change after the January
2011 Revolution since general safety is declining in the country.
With the absence of police to do its role in ADAA, there have been many more fights in the district streets,
some using fatal weapons such as firearms. Some of these street fights are related to resident neighbors,
and some are related to businesses. These are more likely to happen where there is a concentration of retail
businesses, such as Al Ghoureya, rather than among workshop owners and employees.
2.2.9.

COMPLIANCE WITH GENDER-SENSITIVE POLICIES

05
%

Only 5 workshops were employing any female worker. All these workshops reported
providing them with maternity leaves. They all confirmed giving nursing/pregnant
employees with breaks and only one workshop reported providing them with a meal.

04
%

Only 4% of the workshops were willing to hire female employees.

98
%

Interestingly enough, 98% regard them “unable” to perform like men in the workshop
and only 1% mentioned the lack of space.

There are specialties where female employees
exist, such as leatherwork, shoemaking, and prêta porter. There are quite a few specialties where
the business owner is predominantly female.
2.2.10. BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT
Overall, 59% of businesses surveyed (any type)
produce up to 50 units of their products each
month. Nearly one-fourth of the businesses
produce 50-100 units while 13% produce more
than 100 products. Amongst the woodwork
(furniture) workshops, which is the most common
specialty in the sample (148 manufacturing units),
71% of these workshops produce up to 50 units per
month, 29% are larger-scale businesses producing
more than 50 units per month (18% produce 50100 units and 11% of the total businesses produce
more than 100 units per month). Over the past five
years, the production per month has remained
consistent, and none of the businesses reported
any change in production.
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The most hidden female participation pattern
in ADAA businesses is when business owners
learn their father’s trade or manufacturing skills
and assist in the workshop or retail shop without
payment.

the production process
(access to raw materials, availability of skilled labour
etc.)
business environment (competition from
imported products);

marketing and client profiles and strategies deployed to diversify
products, marketing
and clientele etc.

SALES AND CLIENTS
Since the 1980s and 1990s, sales of handicraft
products have suffered a steady decline in sales
due to competition. Locally, alternative producers
in rural governorates such as Menoufeya or Fayoum
invaded the Cairo market, even the Khan Al-Khalili
bazaar, with merchandise lower in price and quality.
The nearby informal area, Mansheyyet Nasser, is a
growing competitor to ADAA in businesses such
as shoemaking. This informal area is a natural spillover of the populations from Al-Gammaleya and
ADAA, the two districts where the concentration of
handicraft products have suffered a steady decline
in sales due to competition.
Production is the highest in Cairo (65% of the
Mansheyet Nasser population originally come from
Historic Cairo, namely Al- Gammaleya, ADAA,
and Al-Khalifa). To gauge the level of sales and
clients served, the survey elicited information on
aspects such as the period of maximum sales,
seasonality in sales, types of clientele and changes
in clientele during past two years, challenges faced
in attracting new clients, etc. tourists have a low
interest in Historic Cairo compared to Luxor and
the Red Sea coasts. During the 1980s, there was an
export of Egyptian craftsmen to oil-producing Arab
Countries, mainly in the Gulf area.
Nearly all businesses (99%) were produced by order
and 1% by mass production. This is in line with the
demand for products of the businesses. Nearly
all (99%) businesses informed that their products
are in demand. Product design and quality are
critical aspects of production. Many workshop
owners in ADAA have a long-lasting experience
in how the handicraft is appropriately made and
focuses on product quality and design to the best
of the standards they can set for themselves. These
workshops maintain high-quality standards to
sustain the high paying client’s trust in the product.
One upholstery maker was proudly showing how he

uses the best materials and components as filling for
the couches and chairs he manufactures (springs,
retaining straps, nails, fiber, etc.).
Egyptian handicrafts became known and valued,
and eventually, there was a market for much of
ADAA’s products there, especially those associated
with the interior design of private homes. Such as
Arabesque woodwork and traditional brass and
silver work. Several such business owners explain that
the increase in prices and scarcity of raw materials
and skilled labor made them chose a strategy that
eventually led to losing this market. Skilled labor
traveling to work and live in the Arab Gulf seeking
higher income, and with the government not doing
its role in controlling the raw material markets, the
cost of high-quality traditional crafts went up. One
workshop owner explained how currently Syrian
and Lebanese merchants play a mediating game
between Egyptian manufacturers and the Arab
client, tricking them into thinking the products they
buy are made in Syria.
In contrast, they are made in Egypt. When asked
about the change in clients in the past five years,
7% of the workshops confirmed their profile change.
When asked to report the type of new clients in the
past two years, 65% are residents from ADAA, and
30% were from other businesses
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POST-2011 REVOLUTION
Most of the sales and manufacturing
businesses reported a decrease in
sales. Some specialties such as wrought
iron (for forgé) work flourished with the
unsettled times because people are
concerned about home security; many
buildings and villas add iron grills to all
entrance doorways lower floor window
openings. The only economic revival
witnessed after the revolution was during
the period of Ramadan and the two Eid.
Hotels are renovating their furnishings at
the beginning of each summer season.
Fig 2.8. El Tahrir square.

MARKETING
The traditional way of marketing still practiced in
Egypt depends on word of mouth. It is no different
for businesses in ADAA. Exhibitions are a relatively
new marketing method, and 60% of the businesses
surveyed informed that they participated in
exhibitions. Prestigious exhibitions such as “Le
Marche” are beyond the financial means of most
ADAA manufacturing businesses, so under the
ADAA initiatives to organize “The First Local Crafts
Festival” as an annual festival to be held in the Azhar
Park. the project team held several workshops and
brainstorming sessions on critical issues such as
product design development, pricing, packaging,
and display. (Consultant’s Report, September 2011)
out of the 55 exhibitors, 37 exhibitors from ADAA
contributed to the exhibition, 27 of which were
ADAA workshops.
The most exhibited crafts in the festival included
both the woodwork and the tent-making sectors.
The number of visitors was estimated to be 600 visitors
per day. The workshop owners were grateful for this
chance of saving booth rent money, which they
know can amount to EGP 800/m2 for an exhibition
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in Paris. He was satisfied with the sales number, but
his profit was such that it barely covered his travel
expenses, exhibition participation fees, and product
manufacturing costs. The internet was discussed as
a potential still to be explored. A few Home-Based
Enterprises (HBE) use it for advertising their products
(home-sewn clothing items and bedding). However,
some had poor quality photos taken using a mobile
phone of the workshop’s finished items.

Fig 2.9 Protest at 2011 January Revolution.
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3. CURRENT PHYSICAL STATE AND GEOGRAPHICAL
DATA ANALYSIS

This chapter reviews and investigates the physical and geographical state of the current situation in ADAA. The
actual field studies started after reviewing the literature and document reading in the previous chapters. The
undergraduate students conduct the data collection in this chapter.
This research’s data collection techniques are based on a literature review and site visits to the project. Field
studies showed that the project has declined and deteriorated after the 2011 political events, and the district
suffered from the construction of informal buildings. The following study raises public awareness towards historic
districts and signifies the importance of finding a mechanism to guarantee the continuity of the conservation
and urban revitalization of the historical sites. To analyze the study area before and after Aga khan intervention
through building heights, building conditions, structure system, land use, styles, and traffic, knowing the
potential, opportunities, weaknesses, and threats of the study area to help the decision-makers in upcoming
development programs.
ACTIVITY MAPPING
An observatory survey spotted
different aspects of the area at
different times over several days
to analyze the characteristics of
ADAA and its people, considering
their activities. The area was divided
into three zones, each assigned
to a specific group of students.
Findings were almost similar in
each group despite the difference
in places. The street activities are
summarized as follows: coffee
shops, workshops, small markets,
street vendors, children’s street
football, and mosques gathering.
The
ADAA
area
contains
many workshops of different
specialization. Workers and owners
of these workshops are from inside
and outside ADAA. All these
workshops work on weekdays
from 9:00 AM to 4:00 PM; however,
many workshops extend their
working hours with flexible timing
according to how much work they
have to finish. These workshops act
as eyes on the streets when they
are working, providing security all
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Fig. 3.4. Playground in Al-Darb Al-Ahmar - All day Activity.

over the area.
ADAA also contains many religious
value mosques to many people
where they come to visit, and
this activity is not restricted to
particular timing. However, this
activity increases in a spike on
special occasions as “Al-Molid AlNabawy,” where people from all
around Cairo celebrate in these
mosques and their surrounding
areas. People who come are from
various classes of Egyptian society.
Unfortunately, during these festivals,
the locals’ security is threatened
due to the area’s crowdedness.
Thus, people, who want to go,
take precautions before entering
the area, compromising the trade
traffic in the area, which is a vital
source of the residents’ economy.
After 6:00 PM, most of the workshops
are closed. The workers’ essential
activity becomes going to coffee
shops; this activity is famous all over
Egypt, but in ADAA, this activity
seems to be essential as most
people’s houses condition is not

so good or small considering their
number, so they prefer hanging
outside for the rest of the day in
the streets or at coffee shops. This
activity also provides eyes on the
street from 6:00 PM to 12:00 AM,
providing security.
Children of the area mostly play
football as a leisure activity. A rental
football playground is available to
rent by the hour, but children prefer
to play on the streets because it is
cheaper. This puts them in danger
of traffic in the small streets of
ADAA. They have no public area
or a public playground to play free
without paying money, so their only
way is street football.
As a result, all these Activities
provide eyes on the street along
the day. However, for instance,
workshops can only be unsecured
during the night when workshops
are closed. Some streets lack
lighting systems, so it is very unsafe
for women and children, mainly at
night.

Fig. 3.1. Map shows location dominant with activities Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.

Fig. 3.2. Coffee shops locations were people gather in.

Fig. 3.5. Children playing in the streets.

Fig 1.16 Street Vendors gather
near bab al wazir area
Fig. 3.3. Map shows the shops and cafes location in Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.

Blue Mosque area is filled with shops and coffes shops that is crowded all day long but the crowdness increase at 6:00 PM to 12:00 AM
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3.2. PERCEPTUAL ANALYSIS
ADAA is a very dense district with many
historical buildings inside the district, but
all around it, some of these historical
buildings are well known, such as the
Citadel, Sultan Hassan Mosque, and
Sultan Al Refaie mosque, also Al Hussain
Mosque. These vigorous activities are
occurring worldwide, especially AlMoulid ritual time, where it gets very
livable around that mosque. The ADAA
area comprises AL-Azhar Mosque, Aslam
Mosque, Fatma Al Nabawyah Mosque,
Khayer-Bek Complex, Blue Mosque, and
Sabil Om-Alsultan Shaaban. These are
the most famous historical landmarks of
the district. Some Famous houses also
exist at the ADAA, such as the Al-Razaz
house and Zainab Khatoon House.
ADAA is close to Al-Moez Street and
Khan Al Khalili, where a vast historical
touristic area exists. At the tip of Al-Azhar
park, the Bab Al-Wazir cemetery where
Tarabay Mausoleum is located at the
end of Al Azhar Park. These exciting sites
can be taken to form a tour of many
important sites to raise the residents’
economy.
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Fig. 3.6. Street Vendors gather near Bab Al Wazir area.
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3.3. SOCIAL ANALYSIS
The Undergraduate students conducted an observatory /
Questionnaire-based survey to examine the social abilities and
disabilities in ADAA that formed a base for the postgraduate studies
that followed the current phase.
The analysis was divided into four main categories to explore the
various dimensions of ADAA social life. These dimensions are:
•

•
•
•

Human Needs: Exploring the basic needs of ADAA residents, such
as educational facilities, healthcare facilities, food resources,
religious buildings, sports facilities, green areas, and public
spaces.
Social Needs: Entertainment facilities, commercial facilities.
Equitability Analysis: Areas for both men and women to use and
enjoy.
Safety & Security: Safe and Unsafe zones.

ADAA contain only one school, which is not enough to cover all area’s
needs, also contain only one small healthcare unit, but residents
prefer to go to Ahmad Maher Hospital Nearby or AL-Azhar Hospital in
order to get free treatment by the government that is not offered in
the healthcare unit inside with the same quality in nearby hospitals.
These hospitals are also not considered out of ADAA because they
are located at the district’s edges. From the entertainment point of
view, ADAA has various entertainment places but not all used, they
have PlayStation shops and football playgrounds, but many people
do not use these football playgrounds because they lack money and
these need an hourly payment in order to play. Green areas lack
ADAA where the residents do not entirely visit Al-Azhar park because
it needs a high-value ticket above their economic standard. Other
green areas are lacking; there are only the Fatma Al-Nabawya area
and some trees in some places, such as the Al-Aslam Mosque area.
Equitability Analysis showed the unbalance between men and
women needs, were all entertainment facilities available are suitable
for men only. While women can only go to markets, there are not
enough green areas for women and other entertainment sources.
Also, the streets are not always safe, and some streets are not lighted,
so it is very dangerous for women and children at night.
Fig. 3.7. Map shows the iconic landmarks in Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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Fig. 3.8. Social Analysis maps at Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.

Fig. 3.9. Texture Mapping for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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VISUAL
ANALYSIS

Fig. 3.10. Elevation Analysis for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar
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Fig 1.22 Undergrad students Analysis texture collage analysis
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3.4. THE GEOGRAPHICAL DATA ANALYSIS
Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

The geographical data generation site
survey was divided into three sections
to facilitate the physical analysis and
documenting process for each street and
every building with all its data—the survey
was conducted over a seven-week site
field survey. The map was generated using
the GIS tool. The data acquired for the
buildings’ database was heights, condition,
status, structure, land use, historical integrity,

3.4.1.

Base Map of the Area

This map reviews all of the urban fabric current physical state of ADAA. The map shows that street connections
are represented in red lines and the building structures in hollowed blocks. The analysis shows that new
buildings were deteriorated and became empty. The urban fabric is very complex and interweaving
between blocks and streets. The historical landmarks are located along the whole area. Two main streets
appear from the map, and other smaller-scale streets and cul-de-sacs have residential buildings around
them with a very small-scale court. A total of 1092 building plots were found; 56 are vacant, while 1036 built
plots are divided between heritage buildings, residential buildings, and new buildings.
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The analytical maps in this chapter has been conducted by GIS ArcMap 10.4.1 and the database used was collected by
undergraduate students site survey, the final output is extracted and coordinated by the course assistant (Medhat, A. (2019)).
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3.4.2.

Building Heights Analysis

Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

A significant difference between
the historic fabric and the modern
buildings constructed in the area in
terms of building heights. Old buildings
had specific height limitations
that might be from the structural
constraints. After the revolution of
2011, many contractors demolished
the deteriorating fabric and built
new buildings with enormous heights
without considering the level of
damage they subject the historical
buildings.

The analysis shows 1092 building plots; 56
plots are vacant land distributed between
demolished or never been built lands. One
hundred thirty-nine buildings consist of the
only ground floor, 219 two-floor buildings,
271 three-floor buildings, 236 four-floor
buildings, 83 five-floor buildings, 46 six-floor
buildings, 24 seven-floor building and finally
a total of 13 buildings of 8 floors which was
the maximum in the area.
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3.4.5.

Building Conditions Analysis

Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

This map provides an analysis of all
structures within the area, either
historical or new addition. The analysis
is divided into seven main categories
(deteriorated – Good – Partial
Ruins – Poor – Total Ruins – Under
construction).

The 1036 built structures’ in the
ADAA study zone are found to have:
133 deteriorated buildings, 375 in
deplorable condition, eight buildings
under construction (new buildings),
120 partial ruins heritage buildings,
56 are in complete ruins, and 352
buildings in good condition.
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3.4.4.

State of Conservation Analysis

Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

This study aims to show first the relation
between the historical and the new
fabric. Also, it shows the degree of
historical integrity in each historical
building in the area. It is found that
the new buildings were 531 in total,
whilst the historical buildings were a
total of 505 buildings that is divided
between the following: 168 buildings
of complete loss in historical integrity,
135 buildings of full historical integrity
and 202 building of partial historical
integrity. A total of 7 buildings were
found old yet lacks any historical
value.

This analysis shows that the area needs to be
intervened with to save and maintain the
last of the historical fabric of the city. Despite
the existence of complete buildings of
historical integrity, it still needs preservation
and maintenance actions and planning to
ensure the sustainability for future.
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3.4.5.

Structure Analysis

Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

The area is dominantly owned by private
sector. On the other hand, 13 buildings
were found owned or un The area of
ADAA is ancient which justifies the high
percentage of bearing wall structure
system. However, new buildings are
uses concrete skeleton systems without
regarding to depth of structure and
buffer zones around historical structures.
The bearing wall structure are found in
393 buildings, while the concrete is used
in almost 618 buildings. Some buildings
used concrete skeleton structures
to make extensions on bearing wall
structure.

A great attention needs to be made
to the condition of structures and ban
any other illegal buildings or extensions
in the area. der the supervision of the
Egyptian Governmental Organizations,
12 buildings under the supervision of
the Ministry of Endowments (Awqaf), 4
buildings owned by private corporations,
1 school under the supervision of the
Ministry of Education and 26 structure of
unknown owners that were listed in the
study under public classification.
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3.4.6.

Ownership analysis

Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

The area is dominantly owned
by private sector. On the other
hand, 13 buildings were found
owned or under the supervision
of the Egyptian Governmental
Organizations,
12
buildings
under
the
supervision
of
the Ministry of Endowments
(Awqaf), 4 buildings owned by
private corporations, 1 school
under the supervision of the
Ministry of Education and 26
structure of unknown owners
that were listed in the study
under public classification.
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3.4.7.

Land uses analysis

Al- Darb Al- Ahmar
2020

A great diversity of land uses found
in the area. Mixed used buildings
are mostly dominated, with ground
floors typically serves a commercial
purpose either for workshops,
groceries, markets, shops, barber,
PlayStation cafés, or any other
relevant commercial use. Some of
the ground floor vacant areas are
uses as either a storage warehouse
or car parking garage. The area
has one public sports facility and
another playground in the middle
of the study zone.

Heritage buildings are generally in
religious buildings (Mosques) such as The
Blue Mosque, the Fatma Al-Nabaweya
Mosque, Aslam Mosque. However, there
are other historical buildings such as
the Beit Al-Razaz house and Khayer-Bek
Complex. The people of ADAA typically
work in the shops beside their houses. The
most dominant land uses in the area is the
residential buildings (569 buildings) and
the mixed-use buildings (384 building),
four parking lots, three playgrounds, one
private recreational area, eight buildings
under construction, three warehouses, 21
religious’ buildings between historical and
new, are all found in the land uses analysis.
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4.1. QUESTIONNAIRE
One of the essential steps to get a real sense of the problems
and the ADAA situation was a questionnaire distributed
among the ADAA people to survey the current condition of
the area. Approximately 76 questionnaires were distributed
among people passing by whether they were visitors, business/
shop owners, foreign Azhar students living in the area, and
the area themselves. The questionnaire was divided into four
different stages. The first was an inquiry of the background
information of the people surveyed. The second stage
evaluated their relation to ADAA, whether it was a working
relation or a living situation or another. The third stage was
an evolution of their quality of life. The fourth and final stage
was their evaluation of the Aga Khan efforts in the area
The total sample size is 120 respondents, either residents
or shop owners in ADAA. The respondents were randomly
selected, that 80% of the sample were men. There was
variation in age ranges in the selection of the respondent
and the educational qualifications. However, most of the
selected respondents were either married individuals with
children that constitute 49% of the sample, or breadwinners
that constitute 33% of the sample. Most of the selected
respondents were born, living, and working inside ADAA.
Moreover, the reasons for visiting the area were either
employment (62%) or visiting family and friends (38%).
Nevertheless, the only reason for residents to move out
from ADAA was the search for a better quality of life. For
reasons such as the presence of garbage on the streets,
lack of public transportation services, presence of “toktok”
(a local vehicle) as the solo transportation mode, presence
of undesired activities (e.g., drug dealing), lack of needed
educational and health services, lack of infrastructure, etc.
There is a cultural separation between the two sides of AlAzhar Park (Moosa, 2019). It was observed that most of the
ADAA residents are not aware of or have any knowledge
about the Al-Azhar Park entrance. However, it is applicable to
manage tours from the park to Al-Darb Al-Ahmar and back.
The park should exceed the idea of just being a visual site by
using it as a cultural and economical approach; by designing
an itinerary from inside the park to ADAA (Moosa,2017).

Al-Azhar Park Entrance has the opportunity to enhance both
the cultural experience for public visitors and the economic
vitality for the community; through managing touristic
tours from the park to ADAA and a marketplace for selling
local products to the visitors rather than being marketed
outside the area. In this context, 61% of the residents and
shop owners responded that their visit to ADAA is useful.
The survey revealed that most of the ADAA residents spent
their leisure and recreational time in ADAA despite the lack of
access to any green areas rather than that of AL-Azhar Park.
Moreover, the public spaces inside ADAA do not respect
the community’s needs (e.g., different age & gender).
One of the significant issues in the public spaces in ADAA
is the lack of enough light at night, especially; which led to
undesired activities. Moreover, the lack of suitable seating
areas was one of the most common answers from ADAA
individuals concerning their utilization of public spaces.
The survey reveals that Aslam Mosque came first as the
safest place in ADAA because it is considered a functional
urban space. Fatma El-Nabaweya Mosque follows them
in the 2nd place for its religious value. However, the main
reasons for feeling unsafe were the lack of enough light
and toktok and cars in the residential area where kids play.
Revitalization is a community’s conscious deliberate will
to construct a more satisfying culture (Wallace, 1956).
However, in the case of AKTC, it was the funders’ will to
change the community. ADAA community was adopting its
needs to its limited resources. Nevertheless, in the absence
of governmental control after the 2011 revolution, the
encroachment was seen loudly. The revitalization project
lacked a community-based model in which the community
could develop a way to organize itself and deliberately
come up with a proposal for its physical environment that is
either implemented directly by the co-operative efforts of
the people or pass it to the state agencies and then back to
the community or through a funder. Thus, residents of ADAA
criticize the AKTC as the main responsible for the failure of the
project. The absence of a framework for development projects
could organize each actor’s role (state, community, donor).

-The analytical charts in this chapter has been conducted by the post graduate questionnaire
and presented by (Ahmed, O. (2019))
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The policy-making process occurs on three
levels: power arrangement/model, values
and interests, and institutional arrangement.
Sedky (2005) states that within Cairo’s current
centralized authoritarian political model, it
is the state that dominates and determines
planning and upgrading strategies and their
implementation. Individuals’ interests are not
prioritized and are regarded as weak and
vulnerable. Thus, state agencies’ interests
are prioritized, and their agenda and efforts
are directed towards money generation,
predominantly through development for tourism.
Meanwhile, the international organizations
and donors act as a consultant; more or less
ineffective. Their values and interests, such as
the historical integrity and the authenticity of
historical areas and monuments, are likely to
be compromised. This is especially so in the
absence of a transparent national system of
values in which each group’s priorities are
balanced, organized, and rearranged in every
case, based on the collective value and nature
of the area, site, or structure be conserved.
Despite the nation’s predominance in general
over the community and donors’ groups,
each governmental organization’s values and
priorities are not specified. Besides, legislative
support, national guidelines/frameworks, and
charters for heritage and urban management
are missing. This has led to a mosaic of zones
of control within historic Cairo, creating
territorial domains of administrative control.
Moreover, there is some limited coordination
of effort between governmental organizations.
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Consequently, there is a massive gap
between the different parties involved in
area conservation, especially among local
communities on one side and the organizations
and authorities responsible for conservation
planning. This conflict in values and interests
fosters inter-organizational conflict, wherein
each organization tries to gain the upper
hand in conservation planning in one or more
areas in historic Cairo. In the absence of
coordination and comprehensive planning,
organizational conflicts and environmental
deterioration
inevitably
continue.
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CRITERIA FOR INTERVENTIONS IN AL-DARB AL-AHMAR

4.2. THE SOCIO-ECONOMIC CRITERIA GENERATED

CRITERIA FOR INTERVENTIONS IN AL-DARB AL-AHMAR

THE BUILT EVNIRONMENT
DEVELOPMENT

AL-DARB AL-AHMAR (ADAA)
REVITALIZATION GOALS

HOUSING REHABILITATION

SOCIAL

Consider the appropriation of interior spaces
according to the social needs of existing users, &
the typologies of building trespasses (e.g.
balconies, extensions, etc.) Civica institutions to
assist in community engagement & buildings
management (building as a social-response)

New user & new economic value for
land plots Enhance the social meaning &
sense of belonging for local community
(new mindset) Enhance social cohesion
between old & new users Respond to
users’ needs & typologies of trespasses

ECONOMICAL

Public/private
financial
resources
for
maintenance cost.
Profits
from
market
demand by creating economic potential &
investment capacity (building as an asset).
Using local materials & contractors Enhance
property price to attract & retain homeowners

Balance the boost in land values through
creating economic values for poorer
spatial zones (value). Mixed use
development to attract private investment
Increase economic opportunities &
consumer
traffic
Provide
housing
opportunities with affordable rent

CULTURAL

SPATIAL
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NEW
BUILDINGS

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
THE BUILT EVNIRONMENT
DEVELOPMENT

MONUMNETS/ HISTORICAL
BUILDINGS

MONUMNETS/ HISTORICAL
HOUSING REHABILITATION
BUILDINGS
OLD
NEW as
Include social activities for women & children
BUILDINGS
BUILDINGS

entertainment spaces, playing areas, etc.Enhance
Promotion of abandoned historical structures as
the
feeling of safety for women & children Control
asocial activity places for ADAA residents ,
Newdealing,
user & new
economic value for
Consider the appropriationundesired
of interiorbehaviors
spaces as drug
etc.Utilize
especially for women & children (e.g. social
land
plots
Enhance
the social
meaning &
according to the social needs
of
existing
users,
&
vacant lands as temporal flexible public spaces
&
activities, educational activities, the
awareness
sense of belonging for local community
typologies of building
trespasses
(e.g.
as accessible small green areas Enhance sense of
sessions, children activities,
SOCIALetc.)
(new mindset) Enhance social cohesion
balconies, extensions, etc.) Civica institutions to
pride, social equity, and between
cohesion,oldas
well as
Community engagement & sense of ownership
& new users Respond to
assist in community engagement & buildings
surveillance
users’ needs & typologies of trespasses
management (building as a social-response)

Provide vending activities especially for women &
Promotion of abandoned historical structures as
Balance
the boost
traditional markets Provide
storage
areasin land
for values throug
marketing channels within ADAA Creating
an
creating
economic
values
for poor
Public/private
financial workshops
resources
for
Use streets
as marketing channels for
economic value for the forgotten heritage
through cost. Profits from market
spatial zones (value). Mixed u
maintenance
workshops ! Provide small development
enterprise projects
to attractfor
private investme
temporal economic activities to increase
trafficbyof creating economic potential &
demand
youth i Locate new development
for
workingopportunities
ECONOMICAL
Increase
economic
visitors in the district
investment capacity (building as an asset).
outdoor places
consumer
traffic
Provide
housin
Using local materials & contractors Enhance
ASPECTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN INTERVENTIONS

ASPECTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN INTERVENTIONS

OLD
BUILDINGS

SOCIAL-CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT
AL-DARB AL-AHMAR (ADAA)
REVITALIZATION GOALS

property price to attract & retain homeowners

opportunities with affordable rent

Aesthetic facades reflect cultural identity of
ADAA. Preserving unique place identity and
distinct image.Place branding for ADAA through
social media to attract tourism development
(building as a brand) Strengthening public
interest to historic significance

Consider the new traditional architecture
character in the urban context (aesthetic
experience) Strengthening public interest
to building through enhancing its value to
the public benefit (public buildings for
community)

Consider oriental cafes as catalyst for cultural
Cultural space for students inside & outside ADAA
development Promotion of food cultural activities
Heritage-related flagship through cultural
events
Consider
new traditional
architectu
Aesthetic
facades reflect Organize
cultural creative
identity cultural
of
events
forthe
diverse
users
character
in
the
urban
context
(aesthe
Cultural meaning for the local community
Historic
ADAA. Preserving unique (tourists
place identity
& local and
or international students, etc.)
experience) Strengthening public intere
significance & authenticity Strengthening
civic
distinct image.Place
branding
for
ADAA
through
Promotion of new temporary
residential
activities
CULTURAL
to building
through
enhancing its value
social media to attract tourism development
institutions
(e.g. hotels, hostels, etc.)

Accessibility to historic building (physical &
visual) Spatial flow of users in according to needs
of context Considering social aspects of
permanent residents (e.g. safety, privacy, etc.)
in according to temporal visitors (building within
a contextual experience)

Site & location (temporal urban
experience) Neighborhood relationship &
surrounding land uses Spatial flow of
permanent & temporal users Patterns of
socio-economic activities Visual &
physical approaches & accessibility

Organize touristic routes from the most accessible
Spatial flow of permanent & temporal users
streets and vacant lands Improve safety of cul-deAccessibility vs. touristic urban tours
in ADAA to historic sac
& behavior
location to
(temporal urba
Accessibility
building
(physical
&
streets
Mapping
for Site
human
Neighborhood
visual)
Spatial flow of usersidentify
in according
Visual &physical approaches Relationship
between
spotstoofneeds
coexistenceexperience)
and conflicts
Enhance relationship
surrounding
landvacant
uses Spatial flow
context Considering accessibility
social aspects
of
historical building & contextual of
surrounding
of residential
alleys
through
permanent
& temporal
permanent residents (e.g. lands
safety,Respect
privacy,existing
etc.) morphology,
(scenario for land useSPATIAL
planning)
scale,
massing,users Patterns
socio-economic activities
in according to temporal visitors (building within
100 Visual
and historic form (e.g. plot lines)

(building as a brand) Strengthening
interest to historic significance

a contextual experience)

public

the public benefit (public buildings f
community)

physical approaches & accessibility

CRITERIA FOR INTERVENTIONS IN AL-DARB AL-AHMAR
CRITERIA FOR INTERVENTIONS IN AL-DARB AL-AHMAR
AL-DARB AL-AHMAR
(ADAA) REVITALIZATION
AL-DARBGOALS
AL-AHMAR
(ADAA) REVITALIZATION

THE BUILT EVNIRONMENT
DEVELOPMENT
THE BUILT
EVNIRONMENT
DEVELOPMENT

GOALS

OLD
BUILDINGS
OLD
BUILDINGS

PHYSICAL

ASPECTS
TO BE
IN INTERVENTIONS
ASPECTS
TOCONSIDERED
BE CONSIDERED
IN INTERVENTIONS

PHYSICAL

HOUSING
REHABILITATION
HOUSING
REHABILITATION

Authenticity of architecture character Renewal
& maintenance
of occupiedcharacter
structures
Access
Authenticity
of architecture
Renewal
basic amenities
& services,structures
as well as improve
&tomaintenance
of occupied
Access
(building
as as
a well
separate
entity)
toinfrastructure
basic amenities
& services,
as improve
Preservation
or
restoration
of
historic
buildings
infrastructure (building as a separate entity)

Preservation or restoration of historic buildings

SOCIAL-CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT
SOCIAL-CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

FUNCTIONAL
FUNCTIONAL

spaces Accessibility for elderly people

ENVIRONMENTAL
ENVIRONMENTAL

Improve the quality of the indoor environments
(ventilation,
lighting,
orientation,
etc.) Green
Improve
the quality
of the
indoor environments
rooftops (building
a community
(ventilation,
lighting, asorientation,
etc.) garden)
Green
Enhance (building
environmental
of surroundings
rooftops
as a quality
community
garden)
through environmental
using environmental
friendly
materials
Enhance
quality
of surroundings
through using environmental friendly materials
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DEVELOPMENT

MONUMNETS/ HISTORICAL
BUILDINGS
MONUMNETS/
HISTORICAL

MONUMNETS/ HISTORICAL BUILDINGS
NEW
BUILDINGS
NEW
BUILDINGS

Decrease sense of densification of existing
urban fabric
through
solid & voidofratio,
more
Decrease
sense
of densification
existing
window
openings,
vertical
open
public
urban fabric through solid & void ratio, more
spaces, unsymmetrical
typical open
floor plans
window
openings, vertical
publicto
increase
sense of human
scale,plans
façade
spaces,
unsymmetrical
typical floor
to
colors,
etc.(out
of
context
to
be
contextincrease sense of human scale, façade
sensitive)
colors,
etc.(out of context to be context-

MONUMNETS/ HISTORICAL BUILDINGS

Conservation actions for the physical structure
Enhancing actions
heritagefor the
value
of structure
the building
Conservation
physical
Maintenance
strategy
Enhancing
heritage
value ofAuthenticity
the buildingof
architecture character
Contemporary
Maintenance
strategyvs. flexibility
Authenticity
of
interventions
of
interior
spaces
architecture character vs. flexibility Contemporary
interventions of interior spaces

sensitive)

Adaptation with the residential function
Improving housing
accordingfunction
to socioAdaptation
with conditions
the residential
psychological
needs
of
users
(building
as
living
Improving housing conditions according to asocioexperience),
focusing
on
flexibility
of
interior
psychological needs of users (building as a living
spaces Accessibility
elderly
peopleof interior
experience),
focusingforon
flexibility

SOCIO-ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT
SOCIO-ECONOMIC

Adaptation with varies mixed use functions
Flexibility of
interior
Division
of floor
Adaptation
with
variesspaces
mixed use
functions
plans
with
structural
module
Relation
Flexibility of interior spaces Division of floor
between
private,
semi-private,
public
spaces
plans
with
structural
module
Relation
Integrating
indoor
& outdoor
spaces
between
private,
semi-private,
public spaces
(integration)
Integrating indoor & outdoor spaces
(integration)

Utilizing solar panels on the higher floors or
rooftopssolar
of panels
high-rise
buildings
reduce
Utilizing
on the
higher to
floors
or
energy consumption
maximumtobenefit
rooftops
of high-rise &buildings
reduceof
solar consumption
energy (renewable
energy)
Utilizing
energy
& maximum
benefit
of
environmental
friendly
materials
in
facades
solar energy (renewable energy) Utilizing
redesign & local
materials
for construction
environmental
friendly
materials
in facades
redesign & local materials for construction

Adaptive reuse with the same function Adaptive
reuse with
mixed
(originalAdaptive
use and
Adaptive
reuse
withuse
thefunctions
same function
some
sub
functions)
Adaptive
reuse
with
a
reuse with mixed use functions (original usetotally
and
new sub
function
Heritage
valuereuse
vs. with
needs
of the
some
functions)
Adaptive
a totally
district
new
function Heritage value vs. needs of the
district
Introducing sustainable material that could be
used side by
side to thematerial
old materials
& textures
Introducing
sustainable
that could
be
Strategy
improving
of indoor
spaces in
used
side for
by side
to thequality
old materials
& textures
according
to flowquality
of of temporal
users
Strategy
for improving
indoor spaces
in
Environmental
friendly
interventions
according to flow of temporal users

Environmental friendly interventions

BUILDINGS

Infrastructure upgrading (e.g. street pavement, street
lightning, signage,
etc.)(e.g.
Enhance
design
Infrastructure
upgrading
street streetscape
pavement, street
Improve
fixed
and
semi-fixed
features
of
streets
lightning, signage, etc.) Enhance streetscape design
Consider fixed
variousand
activity
settings through
urban
Improve
semi-fixed
features flexible
of streets
features
Enhance
existing
activity
patterns
and
right
Consider various activity settings through flexible urbanof
way
features
Enhance existing activity patterns and right of
way

Enhance function of streets as nodes for social activities
side
byfunction
side toof their
function
as movement
Enhance
streetsmain
as nodes
for social
activities
channels
Design
urban
spaces
to
accommodate
various
side by side to their main function as movement
activity Design
settingsurban
Utilize
fixedtoand
semi-fixed various
features
channels
spaces
accommodate
Enhancesettings
privacy Utilize
of residential
activity
fixed buildings
and semi-fixed features

Enhance privacy of residential buildings

Enhance the quality of the outdoor environments (e.g.
shading the
elements,
Choose environments
proper pavement
(e.g.
Enhance
quality ofetc.)
the outdoor
materialselements,
for streets
for
shading
etc.)Choose
Chooseproper
propermaterials
pavement
facades
that
could
decrease
heat
temperature
Using
materials for streets Choose proper materials for
environmental
friendly
materials
and local materials
facades
that could
decrease
heat temperature
Using
Provide green friendly
areas &materials
green roofs
public
health
environmental
and for
local
materials
needs
(ecological
approach)
Provide green areas & green roofs for public health
needs (ecological approach)
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5. THE INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT

EGYPTIAN HERITAGE PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES
Architectural Laws and Regulation Dimension for ADAA
In the year 2001, Law 37 of 2001 was released and resulted in
creating the National Organization of Urban Harmony (NOUH).
NOUH is an organization under the Ministry of Culture whose
role is to produce design criteria and prototypes for areas and
buildings of value and assures the listing of those buildings to
ensure their safeguarding.
Law 119 of 2008 was released with a set of building regulations
for several areas, including the ADAA area. Below are diagrams
explaining the building regulations governing the area on an
architectural scale and an urban scale.The NOUH set these
regulations to help protect the area’s architectural qualities and
prevent disfiguration.

Fig. 5.1. Postgraduate students during site analysis phase.
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5.2.1. Building deterioration
Law 215/1951 - Article 17:
Any antiquity changes need approval
from the Minister of Public Knowledge.
5.2.2. Ruins - ICOMOS Newsletter 1978
Everything should have remained as it is.

5.3.1.Land use
Law 117/1983 Article 20:
Licenses buildings at archaeological
sites or lands shall not be permitted.

5.2.3. Building in danger
Law 144/2006 - Article 2
While demolishing or adding to the
buildings and establishments with a
peculiar architectural style correlated to
the country’s national history.

5.3.2. Public use
Law 119/2008 - Article 33:
It is not allowed to establish
constructions in open and public
spaces and streets and squares in
the identified area, which interfere
with the building’s fronts’ visual
image. Regulation for advertising.

5.2.4. Rehabilitation and maintenance
Law 117/1983 Article 24
The antiquity becomes the State’s
property, and the Council is thereby
entitled to grant whoever found
the antiquity and notified of such a
recompense which is determined.

Law166/1956:
Abide to write any advertisement,
billboard, and shop name office or
company name first in Arabic than
in any other language.

5.2.5. Occupation
Law 117/1983 Article 13:
Registration of such real antiquity and
notifying the owner.
Law 49/1977: Rent Law.
Law 136/1981 Article 10:
Loans for restoration and maintenance
of buildings.
5.2.6. Ownership
Law 10/1990 - Article 35:
Public benefit and when the ownerships
of properties might be expropriated.
Law 222/1955 - Article 16:
This law is applied to properties subject
to imposition (fees) to improve public
works.
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ARTICLE 33.
Building restoration
Façades restoration and
modification, in case a
façade is to be restored
or modified, the requirements mentioned in section 5

•
•
•
•
•

Monument Type (A): External and internal
modifications are prohibited.
Monument Type (B): External modifications are
prohibited, but the limited extent of flexible
changes allowed for interiors.
Monument Type (C): Prohibited external
modification but free changes allowed for
interiors.
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Technical installations
Air conditions should not
be installed on façades
overlooking the streets.
When necessary, they
can be covered by architectural elements.
Vertical extension
Non-registered buildings
with heights lower than
the maximum permitted
are allowed to reach the
maximum height.

Building height
On streets less than 10
meters wide and alleys
and lanes, building a
ground floor and two
upper floors with a maximum height of 10 meters
is allowed.
Building façade
The architectural style in
the surroundings of the
new structure should be
respected.
Building projections Projections are allowed
on the façade without
exceeding 50% of the
façade’s surface area.

Restoration
rehabilitation,and
reconstruction of urban
elements:
Historical
architectural elements
(such as gates, street
sheds)
should
be
reconstructed in their
original places. - Street
names:
competent
authorities should revise
street names in the
area to preserve the
original names of the
streets.

Lighting
Lighting elements should
be installed every 30
meters in streets that are
12 meters wide or more.
However, in the streets,
less than 12 meters.
lighting
elements
should be in the form of
cantilevers, installed on
the building walls, with
a height of at least 4
meters.

Fig. 5.6. A Historical Painting of AlDarb Al-Ahmar

Uses of activities
It
cannot
establish
constructions in open
and public spaces and
streets and squares
in the identified area,
interfering with the
building’s fronts’ visual
image.
Storefronts
The original openings
of shop fronts should
be
respected
according
to
the
original design of the
façade. - Signboards
of the shops should be
installed in designated
spaces within the shop
opening.

Vegetation
The plantation of open
spaces, squares, and
streets, which are at
least 12 meters wide, is
allowed.

Fig. 5.9. Vegetation.

Fig. 5.7. New Buildings constructed.

Road sidewalks
Sidewalks
are
not
allowed in streets less
than 6 meters wide. Sidewalks can be placed
in the streets (between 6
– 20 meters wide).

Fig. 5.8. Illustration for Store Fronts.

Fig. 5.10. Road Side Walks from
Al-Moez Street.
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Doors

Shop Signs
•
•
•

Signs should not cover the architectural details of
the facade of buildings
It is prefered hat the signs are in Arabic
The sign should not exceed the width of the shop

•
•
•
•
•

Ground Floor Facdes
•

Width minimum 80cm in Residential
Width minimum 70cm in Services
Width minimum 100cm in Commercial
Width minimum 280cm in Garages
Materials are either wood or steel or
both or tin

Finshing of the ground floor
facade should be done using
one of the following materials:
Stones, Limestones, Facing
Bricks and Hashimi stones

•
•
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Height minimum is 90cm
Distance between rods should not
prevent objects with width more than
15cm from falling

Ornementation
Ornaments such as cornices, decorations and
description is permissible in the following cases:
1-Seperation of the Ground floor using cornices
2-Surrounding windows with decorative frames
3-Capitals of columns
4-Decoratin an Arch

•
•
•
•

Colors
Balustrade

Projections

•

The colors in new elevation should
reflect the traditional colors of Al
Darb El Ahmar. The colors above
are guidelines to the permitted
colors.

Total area of projections should not
be > 1:4 of the total facade area
Total width of projections should
not be > 50% of the total facade
area
Projections should not be > 20 cm if
street width is 8- 10m
-Projection should not be > 60 cm
or 5% of the street width.

Balconies
•
•
•

Balcony projection should not
exceed 10% of the street width &
max = 1.25
Design must be similar in harmony of
the charachter of the area.
Distance between the vertical edge
of the building & the edge of the
window shouldnot be < 1.5m
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EGYPTIAN HERITAGE PRINCIPLES AND GUIDELINES
These regulation were set by the NOUH to
help protect the architectural qualities of the
area and preventing any kind of disfiguartion.

•
•

Below is an elevation showing the kind of
qualities the NOUH are trying to preserve
through the regulations they set.

Ficus plant or any plant
with horizontal spread of
8m and spacing of 20 m
Falling
leaves
trees
are used infront of the
buildings to block the
architectural details of
the monument

•
•
•
•

Total area of projections should not be > 1:4 of the
total facade area
Total width of projections should not be > 50% of
the total facade area
Projections should not be > 20 cm if street width is
8- 10m
Projection should not be > 60 cm or 5% of the street
width

Vegetation

Skyline

•
•
•
•
•
•

Facade Width
Projections
•

•
•
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ADAA is charachtarized by the continious attached
buildings all the length of the street or alley, together
all buildings form a one large facade of significent
simple architectural feature.
Minimum width of each building facade should not
be less than 8m
Buildings are alligned to each with slight differences
and projections

•

Respect the distictive skyline of the street,
square and area when dealing with
conservation areas in order to prevent
impacting the physical qualities of the
location. It is not prefered to add new forms
that may ruin the distinguished architectural
character of the area

Minimum Height for Window Silt is 90cm
Minimum Window Width is 80cm
Propotions of Height to Width is 1:[1.8-2.5]
Window Area is 8% of Room Area
Wooden Mashribiya is allowed if its within context
Wood window framing (steel only in the case of
fencing)

Windows
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Suggested Intervention Areas Map for
ADAA
The highlighted zones are the study areas that the postgraduate
course worked on their redesign and revitalization. Each is going to
be further elaborated in the following chapter including each group
analysis, methodologies and methods of interventions application.
Also the result is displayed in the form of maps, visual renders and
details elaborating each’s group design.
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Fig. 5.11. A map for the study area of ADAA showing the study
areas for the following chapters.

AGA KHAN PROJECT DARB
AL-AHMAR
LEGEND
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Chapter 6
Chapter 7
Chapter 8
Chapter 9
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Fig. 5.12. Panoramic picture for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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6.REUSING LOCAL MATERIALS
THROUGH A COMMUNITY
DEVELOPMENT
AYUBID WALL AREA REGENERATION

6.1.INTRODUCTION
Area (I) is one of the main zones for the Al-Darb AlAhmar neighborhood as it serves as an entryway for lots
of pedestrians, especially those coming from Al-Darasa
Garage, Al-Hussein & Al-Azhar Al-Sharif. Moreover, it directly
connects to the Ayyubid and Fatimid wall, which you can
overlook while entering Al-Darb Al-Ahmar. This provided an
opportunity to entangle these ruins within the immediate
urban fabric and provide incoming visitors experience.
Area (I) “Al-Nady Al-Qawmy” has an advantage as it
overlooks the longest side of Al-Azhar Park with its beautiful
plantation, which was on the architecture facing Al-Azhar
Park where you find towers built up along the wall to
overlook the park’s greenery. The Apartments in Area (I)
have the highest rent cost in the area. However, the site
buildings vary from old to entirely new structures. In some
cases, there are wall-bearing systems that have been
neglected, and the majority of the site consists of unfinished
brick-walled buildings adding visual Pollution that affects
users of ADAA. This uncontrolled factor is overwhelming
hazardous to the pedestrians and residents of ADAA.

Fig 6.2 Al-Azhar Park.
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Fig 6.1 Current visual characteristics of ADAA entrance from Al-Azhar park.
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6.2. INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES
The intervention purpose was to divide the zone into
three small areas with a continuous scenario starting
area one ending by area three.
Mainly, zone (1) represents the entrance to ADAA for
the users & visitors, and it also overlooks the ruins and a
public sports facility, “The National Club” or “Al-Nady AlQawmy.” This area is where people get oriented to the
site and our intervention story.
Zone (2) consists of a large parking space that can be
utilized for more efficient and functional use; for example,
it could act as a touristic hub where people could enjoy
themselves and be entertained.
Moreover, zone (3) consists of a small public space
that can be considered an enlightenment plaza and a
connection point between different streets.

Fig.6.3 Zone boundaries
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6.3. SITE ANALYSIS
Much analysis has been made to dig even more
resonant for information on the intervention site. Base
maps were drawn to analyze human behavior, such
as their traffic flow, their usual routes, gathering and
meeting points, reflecting on the areas with high and
low noise. Besides, other maps were made for the asbuilt buildings, considering their existing conditions
and heights. In conclusion, these maps and our live
observation analysis helped set out the design criteria,
which our intervention was based on.

Fig 6.5. Buildings Conditions.

Fig 6.7. Average Noise map.

Fig 6.6. Building Heights.

Fig.6.8. Average Traffic Flow.

Fig.6.9. Pedestrian entrance to ADAA.

Fig 6.4. Area I Base Map.

Fig 6.10. Vacant land used as parking areas.
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Fig.6.11. Parking lot overlooking Al-Azhar park.
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6.4. INTERVENTION DESIGN CONCEPT AND APPLICATION

ZONE 2

Fig.6.16. Vacant land functioned as a parking area.

Fig.6.13. Visual characteristics of ADAA entrance.

ZONE 1
Fig.6.15. Visual characteristics of ADAA entrance.

Engagement
• Providing pedestrian access to Darb el Ahmar
• Engaging people towards ADAA
• Revitalizing Ayyubid Wall ruins

Fig.6.12. Visual characteristics of ADAA entrance.
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Fig.6.14. Visual characteristics of ADAA entrance.

ZONE 3
Fig.6.17. Unplanned workshops block.

Enlightenment
ZONE 3
• Creating public awareness
• Supporting and enhancing current activities
• Encouraging ADAA towards a healthy life.

Story Telling
• Telling the story and history of ADAA crafts
• Giving a touristic destination to the public
• Providing different seating’s with different levels
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6.4.1.ZONE 1
Entry to Darb El Ahmar was always a mystery. Even though the
area was rich in history and architectural artifacts, the path
towards its heritage sites was entangled into the area Hawwari
and old streets. Even though the area is located next to Al Azhar
Park, not much attention was given to it, and eventually, it was
overshadowed and forgotten.
The location we undertook was the closest entry point for
pedestrians near Al Azhar. The opportunity of this area was not
only in its location but also in its heritage. This site funnels into an
unused open space that could be used for community activities
and antiquities relating to the Ayyubid Wall, A neglected
artifact of Darb El Ahmar. We proposed reinvigorating Darb El
Ahmar’s entrance, making it more pedestrian-friendly and safer
for community members.
The areas towards the Ayyubid wall will be rehabilitated and
made more accessible for incoming visitors. This provides an
open heritage site for community members and is public for all,
and attracts more tourists to the area.
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Fig.6.18. Area 1 Zone 1.

Fig.6.19. Pedestrian entrance redesign proposal including sports center.
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Fig.6.21. Pedestrian entrance redesign proposal.

Fig.6.20. Fatimid wall tourism reuse proposal.
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Fig.6.22. Section highlighting relation of ADAA to Al-Azhar park.
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6.4.2. ZONE 2
As the person passes by the ADAA entrance, he will find a vast
place that is wasted. This space has so many potentials on so
many different levels, and it could become a beautiful public
plaza that story tells the history of Al Darb Al Ahmar, its residents,
its famous crafts, and workshops.
Ideally, this plaza will enable people to appreciate this historical
location’s heritage, which is essential as it represents the rich
spectrum of Egyptian history and traditions. A demolished
building was renovated and became a spot for festivals and
workshops in Al Darb Al Ahmar.
An outdoor area was added with different seating areas on
different levels to ensure a welcoming outdoor space for families
& tourists to enjoy the festive environment and overlooking Al
Azhar Park. The ADDA spine entrance ended with an arcaded
seating that was added instead of the demolished buildings to
reinvigorate and enrich the pathway, and here we begin Al
Darb Al Ahmar’s story.

Fig.6.23. Area 1 Zone 2.
Fig.6.24. Area 1 zone 2 re-design proposal.
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Fig.6.25. Public benches overlooking Al-Azhar park.

Fig.6.26. Public benches overlooking Al-Azhar park.

Fig.6.27. Pedestrians pathway entrance to ADAA seating areas.
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6.4.3. ZONE 3
Lastly, the third zone provided an opportunity to create a
spectacular plaza that attracts and meets the needs of vendors,
shop owners, residents, and even visitors.
According to our survey, the zone revitalizes hidden jewels
and invites users to educational spaces to raise awareness and
discuss local issues. Restaurants are given clear boundaries and
roof sitting areas to overlook the plaza.
This zone will act as an enlightenment zone and serve as a
node that gives users a sense of orientation similar to an oasis, a
concrete jungle.

Fig.6.28. Area 1 Zone 3.

Fig 6.29. Area 1 Zone 3 re-design proposal.
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Fig.6.30. Night shot of community center and restaurant.

Fig 6.31. Community center and pedestrian pathway with benches.
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Fig.6.32. Plaza including public activities such as vendor, bicycle racks, restaurant.
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6.4.4. Elevations Treatments
Identity
Creating an underlying aesthetic character increases
the sense of harmony derived from recycled wood from
ADDA woodcrafts.
Balconies
Illegal balconies are rectified or renovated with
sustainable louvers to maintain cooling while decreasing
heat gain.
Economic & Social Value
ADDA workers will benefit from selling their pale wood to
be recycled and reused in the louvers.

Fig.6.33. Elevation redesign proposal to create facade harmony.
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Fig.6.34. Elevation redesign proposal to create facade harmony.
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7. UNRAVELING THE PATTERNS OF HUMAN BEHAVIOR:

TOWARDS ENHANCING THE QUALITY OF LIFE THROUGH URBAN
INTERVENTIONS

Current Situation for Area (II)
The first alternative conserved the
last intervention and added some
improvement to creating a shaded
public area for the people to use
instead of being closed and fenced.
Thus, shading devices, garbage
pins, lighting features, and green
zones were added in this proposal,
respecting the space’s old spatial
organization.
The second proposal considered
the working and crafts area beside
the space provided light features
and garbage pins and discussed
creating a flexible space to host
events and exhibitions to expose
their work to the public. So, it creates
public space for people to use with
the economic return.

Fig. 7.1. This map shows the layout of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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Fig. 7.2. Zoom in layout shows two sites Aslam & Fatma Al Nabawi Mosque and relation with Al-Azhar park.
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Fig. 7.3. Aslam Mosque and this image show historical ornaments.
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Fig. 7.4. This image shows Aga khan interventions.

Fig. 7.5. The left over on the structure of Aga khan intervention.

Fig. 7.6. Garbage behind historical ornaments.
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Zone (1): Aslam Al-Silahdar mosque
Overview
This zone is considered one of the central nodes in Al-Darb
Al-Ahmar due to its location and historical mosque presence.
Moreover, the gate for Al-Azhar Park from ADAA was created
in this zone. So, it is a place that gathers the residence of
different ages and genders. Also, it is a destination in itself
due to the presence of several activity settings for the
community in this zone. As well as serving as the commercial
area of ADAA.
Zone (2): Fatma El-Nabaweya mosque
Overview

Fig. 7.9. Buildings Violations.

Fig. 7.7. Entrance of Fatma El-Nabaweya.

This zone represents a great religious value to the people of
ADAA. Besides its religious importance, it is the neighborhood
breathing space, hosting many social activities that start from
the cafes and street vendors to the cultural festivals such as
the weekly event (hadra), the annual moulid celebrations.
These religious, cultural festivals attract many visitors from
outside ADAA.
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Fig. 7.8. Play ground on front of Aslam Mosque.

Fig. 7.10. Buildings Violations.
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7.2. INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES
7.2.1.

DESIGN STRATEGY

The main objective is to introduce a comprehensive vision that could lead to sustainable community
development and a design strategy that includes all missing aspects of the previous revitalization projects in
Historic Cairo. These aspects could be later integrated into future planned urban interventions, whether they
aim to create a touristic development or support a socio-economic development or cultural development
or housing development and monuments conservation. Thus, evaluating the impact of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar
revitalization projects on the urban fabric, social structure, and cultural behavior is crucial for future revitalization
projects.

7.2.2. RE-DESIGN APPROACH
The intervention’s design approach is to achieve sustainable
community development by creating a suitable space for
cultural activities and aiming directly to enhance the socioeconomic aspects. The conservation process is all about
studying human behavior to create a design that serves
community needs. While, at the same time, respecting the
existing intervention and the historical layers in the zone.

‘No real attempt has been made to understand what local architecture traditions are or develop a building
code that is sensitive to the urban conditions of areas like Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.’ Seif El Rashidi, The History and Fate
of Al-Darb Al-Ahmar, 2004

Exploratory Approach
Observations &
Random Survey

Analytical Approach
AKTC documents &
papers criticizing the
revitalization project

Design Approach
Extract the missing
aspects and then
introduce the
Comprehensive
Criteria
Fig. 7.12. Wall Graffiti.

7.2.3. THEME
Graffiti and writing on walls
was an obvious method used
in the zone to express the
people social life
Fig. 7.11. This collage shows a comprehensive vision for Al-Darb Al-Ahamar features.
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Fig. 7.13. Wall Graffiti.

Fig. 7.13.1. Wall Graffiti.

Fig. 7.13.2. Wall Graffiti.
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7.3. SITE ANALYSIS

1

ZONE (1): ASLAM AL-SILAHDAR MOSQUE
7.3.1. CURRENT SITUATION
Nowadays, the area has witnessed some severe changes that created
a state of confusion in the area and its identity due to the emerging
new contemporary architecture aiming only for the economic benet
and neglecting the social and cultural factors. Moreover, neglecting
the area and its facilities create a sense of isolation between the area
and its history. Despite many interventions, the lack of an exit plan
and a long-term plan for maintaining the area turned some of these
interventions into failure instead of success.

7.3.2.

Fig. 7.16. Play ground on front of Aslam Mosque.

2

1

Aga Khan Intervention Area

ACTIVITIES

The area provides vibrant,
unique activities representing
its identity. Moreover, the
built
environment
itself
created a sense of place
and mental maps that shape
some of these activities.
Thus, the place’s visual
dimension
emphasizes
its
distinctive
character
that can be observed in
the social and functional
integration, volumetric and
spatial integration, and visual
integration.

Fig. 7.22. 1-Street Vendors.

Fig. 7.23. 2- Kids Playing
Area.

Fig. 7.24. 3- Workshop &
Crafts.

Fig. 7.25. 4- Fabric Dying

Fig. 7.17. Houses beside Aslam Mosque.

4

3

3
Fig. 7.14. Aslam Layout.

Fig 7.15. Zoning in Aslam square.

Aslam Zone was
renovated
so
that space can
continue allowing the existing
appropriations to
take place in the
future (Shehayeb
et al., 2011)
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Fig. 7.18. Seating area in front of the mosque.

4

Fig. 7.19. Relation between houses
and Mosque.

Fig. 7.20 Seating Area.

Fig. 7.21 Cafeteria in Aslam Square.

Fig. 7.26. Existing zoning for Aslam Square.
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Streets
7.3.3. STREETS
Aslam Zone is a central node
that provides access to the
inner-most
thoroughfare
Source: Shehayeb et al. (2011)
Aslam
Zone alleys
is a pivotal
residential streets
and
node that provide access
in the area, to
including
Althe
inner-most
thoroughfare
residential
Azhar Park, Darb
Shoghlan,
streets and alleys in the
Haret Aslum, etc…
area; including Al-Azhar
Park, Darb Shoghlan,
Haret Aslum, etc…

Fig. 7.32. Section Diagram for Existing Situation.

1
@Ahmed
Hassan,
Fig. 7.28.
The2019
nearest

from street from Aslam Square.

5

@Ahmed
2019 Residential Buildings.
Fig.
7.29.Hassan,
Existing

2

6

2

4
3
Layout

Fig. 7.27. Map show circulation from Aslam
Square (Shehayeb et al. 2011).
Fig. 7.30. The nearest from street from Aslam Square
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@Ahmed Hassan, 2019

@Ahmed Hassan, 2019

7

7

Fig. 7.31. The nearest from street from Aslam
Square.

8

8

Elevation 2

Fig. 7.33. Existing Elevation.
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7.4. INTERVENTION DESIGN AND APPLICATIONPUBLIC SPACES
7.3.4. ELEVATIONS

7.4.1. PUBLIC SPACES

The intervention conserves
the old intervention by the
Aga Khan and the new
modifications to add a
new layer of adapting the
zone changes over the
year.

Detailed Layout
Fig. 7.36. Existing plan before intervention

Elevation 3

Fig. 7.34. Existing Elevation.

Fig. 7.37. Zoning for proposal 1.

Aslam mosque one of the main nodes and
landmarks in the area
Direct access to the mosque
Children playing area

The built environment’s
organization created a
positive space that has
been affected deeply by
each boundary, starting
from the old residential
houses to the historical
monument.

Elevation 4
159

Fig. 7.35. Existing Elevation

Seating area
Street vendors area
Two main nodes to be connected through
a street to provide accessibility for cars
Displaying area for the workshops in
the buildingthrough a street to provide
accessibility for cars

Fig. 7.38. Zoning Analysis plan for proposal 1.

The upper floor of the building is a cafe
originally designed to host tourists and visitors
of the areathrough a street to provide
accessibility for cars
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oposal

3DDiagrams

The public space in front of Aslam mosque has always been a core for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar. Due to its essential
nature, varieties of activities and cultural symbols. Thus, the interventions mainly focused on developing this space
to preserve its identity in a new way that suits the people.
The intervention aimed to conserve the space components: street vendors, seating areas, mosque buffer zone, kids
playing area, and the built environment by creating an efficient and suitable design to serve these components.

Moreover,
provide
new
solutions and suggestions to
solve existing problems like
insufficient light during the
night and lack of garbage pins.
However, the intervention also
conserves the old intervention
in the space and aims to
develop it to add a new
layer to suit the new social
layer added to the zone.
Shade & Shadow at 15:00pm

Garbage Bin

Fig. 7.40.1. Different times to test shade and shadow in proposa1 (at 15:00 p.m.).

Lighting Units

Mosque Buffer
Aslam Mosque
Kids Playing Area
Seating Area For Cafe

Fixed Seating

). Fig. 7.39. Section For proposal 1
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Shade & Shadow at 12:00pm

Fig. 7.40.2. Different time to test shade and shadow in proposa1 (at 12:00 p.m.).

Shade & Shadow at 15:00pm

Fig. 7.41. 3D shot for the seating area and greens in first proposal.
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The proposed intervention design was based
on understanding the
critical nodes and axes
of motion in the space,
as most of the activities
are related to the two
aspects.

Fig. 7.42. Existing plan before intervention.

Fig. 7.45.1. Different time to test shade and shadow in proposal 2.

Fig. 7.43. Zoning for proposal 2.

Aslam mosque one of the main nodes and landmarks in the
area
Direct access to the mosque
Children playing area

Fig. 7.45.2. Different time to test shade and shadow in proposal 2 (at 12:00
p.m.).

Seating area
Street vendors area
Two main nodes to be connected through a street to provide
accessibility for cars
Displaying area for the workshops in the buildingthrough a
street to provide accessibility for cars

Fig. 7.44. Zoning Analysis plan for proposal 2.
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The upper floor of the building is a cafe originally designed to
host tourists and visitors of the areathrough a street to provide
accessibility for cars

Fig. 7.45.3. Different time to test shade and shadow in proposal 2 (at 15:00 p.m.).

Fig. 7.46. Entrance of the second proposal.
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The following diagrams explain the current situation
and the two alternatives proposed to identify each
one’s advantages and disadvantages according
to the concluded criteria from observing and
studying the area. The materials and textures in
the space are primary elements that can better
describe the character and the place’s identity
as the pattern and textures can represent the
space’s function. Moreover, define ownership,

Mosque Buffer Zone

create directionality, suggest gathering spaces,
and define activities. On the other hand, street
furniture and natural elements indicate the
space’s quality of life and establish its expectations.

Mosque Buffer Zone

Aslam Mosque

Aslam Mosque

Mosque Buffer Zone
Aslam Mosque

lighting units

lighting units
Fig. 7.48. Hard and soft-scape used on Aslam
square.

Aslam Mosque

Seating Area For Cafe
Garbage Bin

Kids Playing Area

Open Plaza / Kids Area
Aga khan Seating

Street Vendors Zone
Aga khan Seating
Seating Area

Mosque Buffer

Kids Playing Area

lighting units

Fixed Seating

Kids Playing Area

Street Vendors Zone
Aga khan Seating
Seating Area

Fig. 7.47. Diagram Show different Zoning between existing, proposal 1 and proposal 2.
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Fig. 7.49. Section for Proposal 2.
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INTERVENTION COMPONENTS
KIDS AREA

Existing Intervention

SEATING AREA & STREET VENDORS

Proposal 1

Proposal 2

Fig. 7.50. Playground in existing state and two proposal in
Aslam square.

Proposal 1

Proposal 1
Proposal 1

Existing Intervention
Existing Intervention

Proposal 1

Proposal 2
Proposal 2

Proposal 2

Existing

Existing

Existing
Existing

Existing
Existing

Proposal
1 1
Proposal

Proposal 1

Proposal
22
Proposal

Proposal 2

Fig. 7.51. Sections for playground.

From the observation of the playing area in the zone, it has been noticed that the kids use the seating as
a playing tool due to the different levels created. Therefore, the proposals’ playing area is created with
different levels to provide more playing options for the kids.
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Proposal2 2
Proposal

Fig. 7.52.1. 3D shots for seating area & street vendors zone.

Proposal 2

Existing

1
ProposalProposal
1

Existing

Existing

Proposal
Proposal11

Proposal 1

Proposal 2

Proposal 1

Proposal 2

Proposal
Proposal
2 2

Fig. 7.52.2. Sections for seating area & street vendors zone.

The area has many street vendors and cafeterias on the other side of the street. As a result, the users stand in
the middle of the street as there is no suitable area for them to sit. They identified a new space for this activity
by elevating a plane in the intervention with fixed seating and using the existing tree as a shading device.   
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Green Area & Mosque Buffer

7.4.2. Elevations

PUBLIC ART
The mosque buffer zone
is identified by the green
area surrounding it to
isolate and provide a
suitable approach for such
a religious building. The old
buffer zone for the mosque
was larger but, most of the
time, un-used.

Existing Intervention

Proposal 1
Proposal 1

Proposal 2
Proposal 2

Proposed Elevation

Fig. 7.54.1. New Elevation after Modification by Public Art.

Fig. 7.53.1. Green Area & Mosque Buffer in Aslam Square.

Existing

Proposal1 1
Proposal

Existing
Existing

Fig. 7.53.2. Section for Green area & Mosque Buffer in Aslam
Square.
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Proposal 1

Proposal 2

Proposal22
Proposal

Conserving
the
existing
materials and respecting the
area’s character was one
of the main factors behind
re-designing the elevations.
Moreover, using public arts
like graffiti and murals was
inspired by the zone as
people express their feelings
and ideas through writing
on walls with phrases that
describe them.

The mosque buffer zone is identified by the green area surrounding
it to isolate and provide a suitable approach for such a religious
building. The old buffer zone for the mosque was larger but, most
of the time, un-used.
Proposed Elevation

Fig. 7.54.2. New Elevation after Modification by Public Art.
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Elevations
PUBLIC ART

Fig. 7.55.1. Existing Elevations.
@Ziad
Labib, 2019
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Fig. 7.55.2 Used Public Art & Green wall proposed intervention.

Proposed Intervention
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Zone (2): Fatma El-Nabaweya mosque
MOSQUE BUFFER
Fatma Al-Nabaweya Zone contains a variety of activity settings. Nevertheless, the broader streets provide a
place for movement, parking, storage space for workshops, working space for workshops, etc.

Fig. 7.56.1. Existing buildings before intervention.

Fig. 7.56.2. Existing buildings proposed intervention.
Fig. 7.58. Fatma El Nabaweya surrounding area.

1- Stainless Shops
4- Intervention 2

Maqam
5- Cafeteria, store & Grocery
2- Intervention 1
6- Intervention 3
7-Parking

Fatma Al- Nabaweya

3- Wood shop

Fig. 7.57.1. Existing buildings before intervention.
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Fig. 7.57.2. Existing buildings proposed intervention.

Fig. 7.59. Activity map for Fatma El Nabaweya.
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An area which was refused
by residents to allow their children to play, respecting their
religious values.

Fig. 7.60. Metal Workshops.

Fig. 7.61. Aga Khan Intervention.

Fig. 7.62. Wood Workshop.

Fig. 7.69. Current Situation Fatma El Nabaweya zone.

Fig. 7.63. Current Situation Fatma el Nabaweya
Zone.

Fig. 7.64. Seating area in entrance of Mosque.

This zone represents a great
religious value to the people
of ADAA. Besides its religious
importance, it hosts many
social activities, starting from
the cafes and street vendors
to the cultural festivals that
attract many visitors from
outside ADAA.

Fig. 7.65. Shading and seating Area.

Fig. 7.70.1. Different time to test shade and shadow in Fatma El Nabaweya at (15:00 p.m.).

The zone’s religious identity
created gathering points for
everyday activities, which
later integrated with the built
environment to emphasize
the place’s character and
culture.
However, this generated
many problems for the
community. As a result,
interventions were made to
solve some of the problems
and improve the quality of life,
but the lack of understanding
of what people need to have
resulted in total neglect.

Fig. 7.66. Map show circulation from Fatma El
Nabawaya Mosque (Shehayeb et al. 2011).
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Fig. 7.67. Wooden Workshop.

Fig. 7.68. Wood Shop Storage.
Fig. 7.70.2. Top view for the inner court intervention.
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Fig. 7.71.1. Affordable public open space for social interactions respecting their religious value. Perspective 1.

Fig. 7.71.2. Affordable public open space for social interactions respecting their religious value. Perspective 2.

Fig. 7.71.3. Affordable public open space for social interactions respecting their religious value. Perspective 3.

Fig. 7.71.4 Affordable public open space for social interactions respecting their religious value. Perspective 4.
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Shade & Shadow at 12:00pm
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Fig. 7.72.1. Public open space intervention perspective 1.

Fig. 7.72.4 Public open space intervention perspective 4.

Fig. 7.72.2. Public open space intervention perspective 2.
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Fig. 7.72.3. Public open space intervention perspective 3.

Fig. 7.73.1. Aga khan intervention.

Fig. 7.73.2. Public open space intervention around Akha khan intervention.
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Fig. 7.73.3. Public open space intervention around the Akha khan
intervention perspective 1.

Fig. 7.74.1. Second proposal for public open space intervention around
the Akha khan intervention perspective 1.
Fig. 7.73.4. Public open space intervention around the Akha khan
intervention perspective 2.

The first alternative conserved the last intervention
and added some improvement to creating a
shaded public area for the people to use instead of
being closed and fenced. Thus, shading devices,
garbage pins, lighting features, and green zones
were added in this proposal, respecting the
space’s old spatial organization. The second
proposal considered the working and crafts area
beside the space provided light features and
garbage pins and discussed creating a flexible
space to host events and exhibitions to expose
their work to the public. So, it creates public
space for people to use with the economic return.

In this public space, two proposals were made; one of
them conserve the previous proposal, and the other one
is a new design based on the observations and interviews
with people to know what they need.

Fig. 7.74.2. Second proposal for public open space intervention around
the Akha khan intervention perspective 2.
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Fig. 7.74.3. Second proposal for public open space intervention around
the Akha khan intervention perspective 3.
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7.5. INTERVENTION DESIGN VALIDATIONCOMMUNITY SURVEY

Re-Design
Re-Design
According to
According
to
the feedback
the feedback

Study Area
Study
Area
Analysis

Analysis

People
Feedback
People &
Validation

Criteria
Generation

Criteria
Generation

Feedback &
Validation

Design
Generations

Design
Generations
Fig. 7.77. Cycle of Design Approach.

“ Not the seating we want”
Fig. 7.78. Asking the community for feedback & validation.

“ Not the seating we want”

“We want the area to be more touristic.”
Fig. 7.75.1. Proposal of the seating area in Fatma El Nabwaya.

Fig. 7.75.2. Analysis for seating area in Fatma El
Nabwaya.

“This is Illegal. The government will remove it anyway.”
“You will need a bigger area for kids in the time of festivals.”
“Do not use shrubs; it will get damaged use fences.”
“The connection between spaces is fine.”
“The booths are perfect; it will be beneficial to exhibit our
work.”
“I like that the new seating area is elevated.”

Fig. 7.76.1. Existing Elevation.
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Fig. 7.76.2. Proposed Elevation
Fig. 7.79. Asking the community for feedback & validation.
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P A RT III

A L - D A R B A L -A HM A R HE RITA GE M UTATION
A B R A N D I NG B A SED A PPR O A C H

Fig. 0.11. Panoramic picture for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.

CHAPTER 8
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ZONE 1
The Blue Mosque

ZONE 2

Plaza behind the
mosque

ZONE 3

Perimeter Building
Courtyard

ZONE 4

ZONE 5

Elevations

Vacant Land

8. CONTEMPORARY REFLECTIONS ON HERITAGE SITES
AND COMMUNITY SURROUNDING
BRANDING THE BLUE MOSQUE AREA

8.1. INTRODUCTION
THE SUGGESTED AREAS
Area (III) consists of a main street Bab El-Wazir Street which is as old as Al
Moaz Street, but it has not got the same place under the spotlight as Al
Moaz Street for some unknown reasons. It was established in early 1341 AD
which contains a unique architectural style (from Mamluk and Ottoman
era) and many other houses from the 19th century, which still retain their
splendor.
Bab El Wazir is the central axis and main entrance for this zone; it consists of
many landmark monuments like Al-Razzaz House, the Khayir Bek Group, the
Sabeil, Umm Sultan Sha’baan Mosque, and School and the blue mosque
(Zone one in the interventions). Each of these monuments is significant, but
what caught our eyes is the Blue Mosque (Zone one); it is named because of
the blue decorations inside it. It considers being the most crucial attraction
on the whole street.

Fig.8.1. Area III, Zones of Interventions.

Zone (1): The Blue Mosque
Conserved with full historical integrity but rare visitors and one function
Great Historical Significance with branding potential according to overlooking significant areas
Designer According to the ICOMOS charters for historical interventions
Zone (2): Plaza behind the Mosque
Conserved but not used and neglected with a potential location
Great location with accessibility and located between two football playgrounds with the mosque structure as
background
According to Egyptian laws, regulations, and social needs
Zone (3): Perimeter Building Courtyard
Deteriorated fabric and wasted with the existence of garbage and waste
Mainly to act as a sample for community development spaces giving a greenery atmosphere and accommodating community needs
According to the Egyptian laws, regulations, and social needs
Zone (4): Historical Building Elevations
Partial ruins with the existence of some completely ruined buildings. The conserved are lacking maintenance
Comprise great potential to accommodate both users’ needs and to act as a branding material in some areas
with total ruins
The ones conserved and needs maintenance according to the NOUH code. While the ICOMOS charters guide
the total ruins
Zone (5): Vacant Land
Vacant land with no historical value. Used as a parking lot
Location in front of Beit El Razaz (Historical Monument) can integrate between the current function and other
human needs.
According to the Egyptian laws, regulations, and social needs
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8.2. INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES
The chosen case studies aim is to act as
prototypes for similar parts of the area. The
areas chosen are a monument, a building with
value, a public space, a mixed-use courtyard,
and vacant land. The conservation intervention
aims to introduce a contemporary approach
to the conservation of ADAA historical fabric
according to the international charters issued
by the ICOMOS. However, some areas that are
with no historical value will follow the Egyptian
guideline criteria for the built environment
around heritage sites.

Fig.8.3.1. Shops at Bab El Wazeer street.

Ac c e ssi b i l i t y

Ac c e ssi b i l i t y

Fig.8.5. Aerial view for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Land marks.

Landmarks

Ac c e ssi b i l i t y

Fig.8.3.2 Outdoor storage at Darb Shoghlan Street.

Fig.8.2.1 Aerial view for Al-Darb -Al Ahmar.

Fig.8.2.2 Aerial view for Al-Darb -Al Ahmar.
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Fig.8.4 Map view for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Main Streets.

Fig.8.6. Landmarks at the Bab El Wazeer and Darb shoghlan street.
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Project Theme:
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar branding
The theme is going to be implemented on both approaches withAdifferent
dependencies according to the suggested location

8.3. SITE ANALYSIS

A

8.3.1. Socio-Economic Analysis
• Quantitative Method
• User Needs
• Visitors per day
• Age Appropriation for Activities
• Qualitative Method
• Functional Changes
• Existing Land-use requirements
8.3.2. Political Analysis
• Qualitative Method
• According to Egyptian Laws
• Color Codes
• Materials related to Buildings Elevations
• Architectural Styles for Shop Fronts
• Lighting Systems
• Window and Openings Frame
• According to Foreign Guidelines
• Ruins Interventions
• Monuments Interventions
• Materials related to additions to the historical fabrics
8.3.3.Historical – Cultural Analysis
• Qualitative Approach
• Archaeological Remains
• Architectural Details
• Building Type: Function and details according to time significance
• Architectural Composition
• Structures
• Facades: Remains of the Stylistic Epoch
• Finishing Materials: The interior remains of the stylistic epoch
• Layout: Aim of the development
A
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A

Fig.8.7 Master Plan Proposal for Area 3.
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SECTION A-

8.4. I N T E R V E N T I O N
DESIGN CONCEPT AND
APPLICATION
The court of the blue mosque is the most
attractive and essential monument in
Bab El-Wazir Street, so in order to raise
the interest of visitors as well as locals
for branding interest and development
attraction of the area, the design
proposes by adding vegetation and
use a different type of structure (steel
structure) which act as a temporary
structure.
Adding a bridge to the platform to
connect the court of the monument
and the end path of El Azhar Park for
ADAA visitors to see the whole (Al-Azhar
Park and Bab el Wazer street) rooftop.

People Flow:
The number of visitors is meager
due to the absence of any activity
that attracts people to enter this
historic place except for the praying
activities

A

Vegetation Care:
Lack of care for the plants
inside the mosque will lead to
the loss of vintage trees

A

Before

A

A proposal for zone 1.
Fig.8.8. Master plan

Fig.9.8 (Proposal Blue Mosque Section  )

Fig.8.9. Proposal for The Blue Mosque Section.
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SECTION AA

Fig.8.10. The blue Mosque inner court current state.
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Adding vegetation:
Gardens and green areas in
Islam are typically thought to
represent paradise. Also, it
is believed that green color
has a calming effect when
used in decorating

Fig.8.11. Birds eye view for Blue Mosque inner court re-design
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Bridge to the platform:
Addition aiming to connect
between the court of the
monument and the end path
of Al-Azhar park also for ADAA
vistas seen from above the
rooftop either on Al-Azhar
park or on the ADAA itself

Steel Structure:
Steel stairs used as it can be easily
assembled and reassembled in
different spaces and act as a
temporary structure, the structure is
a self-standing structure, and the use
of steel is to have a minimum built-up
area the historic site and strength of
the structure for the stairs.

Fig.8.12. Intervention proposal for the inner court of the blue
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Conclusion
The additional aim is to mimic the Islamic
courts but in a more stylish way to raise
visitors’ and locals’ interest in the area’s
branding interest and development
attraction. The site comprises much
potential from the vistas all around,
which is not seen except in height.

AFTER

Fig.8.13. Night shot of The Blue Mosque intervention proposal
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Fig.8.14. Master plan proposal for zone 1.
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AFTERAfter

Section

AFTER

8.4.2. Zone (2):
Plaza behind the Mosque

The proposed section is emphasizing
on connections between Bab El
Wazeer street and its monuments
with Al-Azhar Park as to make a new
primary path for the ADAA visitors to
see the fantastic view from the rooftop
of the blue mosque and also have the
availability to enter Al-Azhar Path from
the designed bridge which leads to the
path of Al-Azhar park.

The plaza behind the mosque which
is a un used open space between
two football playground, based on
the analysis discussed before and
the questionnaire it has noticed
that there is a lack for public open
areas for the kids so the new design
is proposed to be an open area for
the kids to play by adding elements
for the activities and their needs to
use in their leisure and recreational
time with a greenery areas.

By emphasizing the mosque’s court
and the newly proposed open public
space for the kids, the view from the
connecting bridge to Al-Azhar park
will be a fantastic view to make ADAA
monuments appear and be under the
spotlight with its monument value.

Fig.8.15. Master plan proposal for zone 2.

Fig.8.17. Proposed plan for plaza behind the mosque.

BEFORE

BEFORE

Bab el wazeer street

Mosque inner court

Mosque roof top
Kids area

Bridge to azhar park

Based on questionnaire most of resident leisure time is
inside ADAA which is a good potential for adding a
new green outdoor spaces for them inside ADAA

Based on questionnaire most of ADAA ’s resident don’t
go to Al- Azhar park as the tickets is expensive and
lack of services for them there so this also is a good
potential for making new green spaces for them to feel
ownership in

Fig.8.16. Panoramic view for plaza behind the mosque.
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Fig.8.18. Proposal for The Blue Mosque section with the plaza.
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8.4.3. Zone (3): Perimeter Building Courtyard
Mainly to act as a sample for community development spaces giving a greenery atmosphere and
accommodating community needs

BEFORE
Before

AFTER

ILLUSTRATION
ILLUSTRATION
STUDY
SKETCHES
SKETCHES
SKETCHES

After

Based on questionnaire most of residents confirmed that
there is no seating areas in public spaces, So that we

redesign the public spaces by adding outdoor seating areas
for them

Fig.8.19. Existing Building Courtyard (Zone3).
Based on questionnaire there is lack in open green spaces,
So it has been taken into consideration by adding new
locations for public green zones for residents to use inside
ADAA

Fig.8.23. Study sketches on the existing court
area.

The court is located in the middle of Bab El Wazeer
Street, which is used as parking for the cars and is
surrounded by carpenter shops under the buildings,
so according to the questionnaire, there has been a
lack of open green spaces.
Fig.8.21. Building courtyard intervention re-design proposal.

Fig.8.20. Master plan proposal for zone 3.
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Fig.8.22. Section for building courtyard intervention proposal.

Mainly
to act
a sample
The new design
making
theas
viability
for allfor
of the
users to usecommunity
this space as
the carpenterspaces
shops will
development
work as it is and also can work in the new working
giving a greenery atmosphere and
area design as a notice in the proposed section, the
accommodating
needsfor
green zone
has been addedcommunity
with a multi-level
a seating area with green borders surrounding, also
creating a path for community to integrate with the
working areas and see their products.

Through the site visit, it has been noticed that there are
a lot of un-used semi-public areas which are located
between the buildings. Hence, the proposed design
is to re-use these locations by studying each zone
surrounding activities and try to act as a community
development space giving a greenery atmosphere
and accommodating community needs.
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AFTER
8.4.4.

Zone (4): Historical Building Elevations

Partial ruins with the existence of some completely
ruined buildings, the ones conserved are lacking
maintenance

AFTER

Before

BEFORE

Fig.9.23 (Master Plan Proposal)

The new intervention changes
the building elevations’ laws
and regulations, adding some
planting roofs for economic
value and a better visual image
environment.
Also, a green wall has been
added to one of the elevations
due to its benefits that improve
outdoor quality and reduce
urban heat island effect. It has
Based on questionnaire
most of ADAA’s
residents
been calculated
through
thehave a
knowledge about
climate
change
which
helps
to
make a
facade’s direction and the power
produced
each.
new unique structure
to for
brand
ADAA and study it with

Fig.8.26. Elevations intervention - In front of Blue Mosque.

After

climate change solutions

Based onmost
questionnaire most of ADAA’s residents have a
Based on the questionnaire,
knowledge about climate change which helps to make a
ADAA’s residents know
about
new unique structure to brand ADAA and study it with
climate change, making a newclimate change solutions
unique structure to brand ADAA
INFRONT OF
and studying its climateELEVATION
change
solutions in a contemporary
BLUE MOSQUE
method. The new proposed
Partial ruins with the existence ofPartial
some
ruins with the existence of some
design follows the NOUH code
completely
ruined buildings.
completely
ruined
buildings.
along with ICOMOS charters.

ELEVATION INFRONT OF
BLUE MOSQUE
Fig.8.25. Existing buildings conditions.
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the ones conserved are lacking maintenance
Fig.8.27. Elevations intervention - In front of Blue Mosque.

the ones conserved are lacking maintenance
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Historical Building Elevations
Based on the questionnaire, most ADAA’s residents
know about climate change, making a new
unique structure to brand ADAA and studying
its climate change solutions in a contemporary
method. The new proposed design follows the
NOUH code along with ICOMOS charters.

GREEN WALL - NANO SYSTEM

Green wall have many benefits than simply their visual appeal
•

Improve out door quality

•

Reduce urban head island effect

•

Reduce noise and provide urban agriculture

•

Best orientation south or west

Fig.8.28. Elevations intervention details.
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East Facade : 17.5x3.9 = 68.25 m2
north facade: 14.5x17.5 = 256.75 m2
total area = 68.25+256.75 = 325 m2
According to the equation = 1m2 = 90 watt
Total power produced = 325 x 90 = 29250 watt

Fig.8.29. Elevation intervention - In front of the Blue Mosque.
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AFTER
8.4.5. Zone (5): Vacant Land
Vacant land and public areas also
need to be developed to re-use
them through the community needs
as through the site visit.

BEFORE

AFTER
LAYOUT

AFTER

Before

Fig.8.30. Master plan proposal for zone 5.
Location in front of Beit El Razaz
(Historical Monument)
with potential in heights to integrate
between the current function and other
human needs

FIRST FLOOR

After

GROUND FLOOR

Fig.8.33. 3D shot for intervention proposal for the Vacant Land
-Public areas (Zone 5).

LAYOUT
LAYOUT

From the questionnaire, it has been noticed that there is a lack of
car parking
foe private cars so the public zones can be treated by
Location in front of Beit El Razaz
wayIt as
to
emphasize
Based on thisanother
questionnaire.
hasMonument)
been
noticed thatvisitors
most of and
the make a new public leveled
(Historical
gatherings
andneed
alsoto used
as a parking for cars from the
parking lots arespace
far fromfor
residential
units which
be studied
with potential in heights to integrate
bottom
level in
somaster
that plan
it will integrate between functions and human
and added
between the current function and other
needs.

Location in front of Beit El Razaz
(Historical Monument)
with potential in heights to integrate
between the current function and other
human needs

human needs

FIRST FLOOR

Fig.8.31. Vacant land current state - Public areas in Al-Darb
Al-Ahmar.
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FIRST FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

GROUND FLOOR

Fig.8.32. Plan view intervention proposal for the Vacant land- Public areas (Zone 5).
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9. CONSERVATION THROUGH NETWORKS AND NODES
TOWARDS ADAPTIVE REUSE OF BUILDING, PUBLIC SPACES AND
RUINS IN HISTORIC CITY

9.1. INTRODUCTION
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar is a historic neighborhood in Cairo, Egypt. The area
south of Cairo’s city walls, between Bab Zuweila and the Citadel,
was initially the Fatimid and Ayyubid-era cemeteries site. Under the
prosperous reign of Sultan al-Nasir Muhammad (between 1293 and
1341), the city’s population reached its peak, and the area began to
be developed in earnest.
The city expanded southwards, and many Mamluk elites were eager to
build new establishments closer to the Citadel, the seat of the sultan’s
power. Al-Nasir himself encouraged this development and even built
some of the palace’s northwest of the Citadel for his amirs (such as
the Palace of Amir Qawsun), just as he was building his palaces inside
the Citadel. The Bab al-Wazir Cemetery also developed next to the
neighborhood at this time, just outside the old Ayyubid city walls.
The district historically consists of the area between the Citadel and
Bab Zuweila. However, the modern administrative district (Qism) of AlDarb al-Ahmar has different borders: it includes the region south of alAzhar Street (in central historic Cairo, within the walled city) and ends
slightly north of the Citadel. The district is part of the Cairo Governorate.
The neighborhood is centered on two or three main streets named AlDarb Al-Ahmar, giving the district its name. The southern sections of
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Street officially have different names, such as Bab
al-Wazir Street (named after a former city gate). Another major street,
which branches off Al-Darb Al-Ahmar Street, is Souq Al-Silah Street, which
was once a market for producers of arms and armors near the Citadel.
The modern Muhammad ‘Ali Street also cuts across the south-western
side of the district. The map in Fig 9.2 shows the study zone of ADAA.
This section discusses the study area (IV), which falls between Tabana
street and Bab El Wazir Street, adjacent to Bab El Wazir Cemetry. Fig 9.1
shows a close-up map of the study area. This area contains several of
ADAA’s well-known historical monuments like Khayer Bek Complex and
Tarabay Masouleum and is adjacent to the blue mosque.
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Fig. 9.1. Al-Darb Al-Ahmar area macro map.

Fig. 9.2. Field study area micro map.
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9.2. INTERVENTION OBJECTIVES
RECONNECTING ADAA AND AL-AZHAR PARK
One of the main problems (obtained through Questionnaire ) with Al Azhar Park is that people of ADAA feel it
was not designed for them. The design proposal aims
to reconnect the Azhar Park to ADAA by opening all the
gates leading to ADAA and anding tour guides stops in
all the spaces overlooking the historic monuments to
drive tourists from Azhar Park into ADAA. This aims to increase the tourism in the area and improve its economy

Fig. 9.3. ADAA study areas map.
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Throughout
the
ages,
monumental buildings in Cairo
have always rotated for various
reasons. Whether this reason was
the respect of Al Qibla or respect
to the existing building, and
preventing block their exposure

might have caused trouble, so
the design concept is to redesign
such spaces overlooking the
historical monuments, all while
considering people’s needs,
to help design functional welloccupied spaces. All while

to the street or guarantee privacy,
the historic building never took
the street line as an indicator of
the building’s orientation. These
rotations, however, resulted in
several open spaces to be left all
over historic Cairo. These spaces
are too small and unsuitable for
building any structure, resulting
in the spread of public spaces
within these leftover spaces (as
seen in Fig 9.23.1- 8.23.5). Fig
9.22 shows how the rotations
of different buildings (in grey)
result in creating several leftover
spaces (in red). The need for such
spaces is what invited people
to use them in such a way. The

considering people’s needs, the
historical monuments to help
design functional well-occupied
spaces. One of the main
problems (obtained through
Questionnaire) with Al-Azhar Park
is that ADAA people feel it was
not designed for them. The design
proposal aims to reconnect the
Azhar Park to ADAA by opening
all the gates leading to ADAA
and adding tour guides stops in
all the spaces overlooking the
historical monuments to drive
tourists from Al-Azhar Park into
ADAA. This aims to increase
tourism in the area and improve
its economy.

haphazard nature of the process

Fig. 9.4. Khayer Bek study elevation.
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9.3. SITE ANALYSIS
Due to the high slope of the ADAA, this zone is particular is stepped.
.The area was built on several levels. This zone overlooks two streets, Bab
El Wazir Street and Tabana Street. The region overlooking Bab El Wazir
Street is very active and starts crowding with coffee place visitors from
as early as 9am (as shown in Fig 9.8.2). Tabana Street is a dead zone
with little to no visitors (as shown in Fig 9.3.1 and 9.3.2). It is essential to
state that Tabana street overlooks the cemetery. As observed through
the researchers’ eyes, the area’s nature is mostly historical. Despite
maintaining much of its original structures, the zone was still a victim
to many buildings that violate the area’s regulations, set by National
Organization for Urban Harmony (as shown in Fig 9.7).
This means that now the area has a contrasting image of historic and
violating buildings (as shown in Figure 9.7). The area facing Bab El Wazir
Street contains many shop facades, most of which violate the area’s
regulations. The area also contains ruins of historic buildings (as shown
in Fig 9.15.3)

FIG. 9.5.1. PANORAMIC SHOT (1) SHOWING GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE INTERVENTION ZONE.

FIG. 9.5.2. PANORAMIC SHOT (2) SHOWING GENERAL OVERVIEW OF THE INTERVENTION ZONE.
FIG. 9.6. SITE LOCATION.
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Fig. 9.7. Map showing the study area (Area IV) within ADAA
Study Region.

Fig. 9.6.1. Images showing the stepped route in the study area.
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Fig. 9.6.2. Images showing the stepped route in the study area.

Fig. 9.8. Images showing the historic nature of the AREA.
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9.3.1. PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
To produce the best design for the area, an important
step was capturing the essence of the area through
photographic documentation and observation. All of
these photos were taken through November-December
2019.

Fig. 9.9.1. Photo showing the physical architectural character of residential
buildings.
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Fig. 9.9.2. Photo showing the physical urban character of the area.
Fig. 9.9.3. Images showing the unique historic physical atmosphere of the area.
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9.3.2. ENTRANCES AND VIEWS
The zone consists of several entrances, with its main
entrance through Bab El Wazir Street. The zone is
also accessible from Al-Azhar Park through a gate
that has been closed ever since it was built.
The zone also contains one of the entrances leading
to the cemetery (not the main entrance). This means
that the zone is mainly accessed from the relatively
crowded Bab El Wazir street. The views of the area
are unique. The well-preserved essence of nature
and the recently renovated historical monuments
has encouraged some public space activities
overlooking these spaces.

The area, like most of ADAA,
is located on the outskirts of Al
Azhar Park. It contains a portion
of the Ayybuyid Wall and several
landmark
monuments
like
Tarabay Masuolem and Khayer
Bek Complex. Adjacent to zone
C is Bab El Wazir Cemetery.

The map Fig 9.10 shows how all the open spaces of
the area overlook historic monument views, while Fig
9.11.1- 9.11.4 show the different views of the area

The zone lies between two
streets, Bab El Wazir Street and
Tabana Street. Fig 9.9 displays
a base map of the zone
along with floor plans of the
monumental buildings

Fig. 9.11. Map showing the views and entrances.

Fig. 9.12.1. Historic area view.
Fig. 9.10. Base map of the study area (Floor plans by Behrens Abo-Seif).
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Fig. 9.12.2. Khayer Bek street view.

Fig. 9.12.3. Street view of Madrasa
Aytmish El Bajasi.

Fig. 9.12.4. Street view of Tarabay
Masuoleum.
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9.3.3. MAPPING OF HISTORICAL MONUMENTS
One of the essential assets of ADAA is a large number of historical
monuments in the area. These numerous monuments are what
attracted many NGOs to pour their support into such a culturally
rich area. In particular, this zone contains some of the most
remarkable and well-maintained monuments of the ADAA area,
like Khayer Bek Complex, Tarabay Mausoleum, Madrasa Aytimish
Al Bajasi, and the Ayybuyid wall.
All of these previously mentioned monuments were recently
renovated thoroughly by the Aga Khan Trust for Culture Images
Fig 9.12.1-9.12.4 show the historical monuments in the area (shot
December 2019), while Fig 9.13 displays a map showing the
location of different monuments in the area along with close-ups
and their floor plans.

Fig. 9.13.1. Khayer Bek Mosque.

Fig. 9.13.3. Salah El Din Wall.

Below are the outlines of the historical monuments of the area
and their floor plans to further understand the relationship
between the urban fabric and the historical monument of
the area. Public spaces in urban city neighborhoods possess
meaning for residents. It invites them to use, participate, and
create a common platform for the locals and visitors to gather
and engage with their community and their context.
Any public space is not just considered a setting but rather a host
to its users with meanings and memories accumulated by time.
Public space is “the stage upon which the drama of communal
life unfolds.” Using the contemporary conservation theory, along
with the historical monuments, could help create new public
spaces.

). Fig. 9.13.2. Tarabay Mausoleum
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Fig. 9.13.4. Madrasa Aytmish El Bajasi.

Fig. 9.14. Mapping of the historic monuments in the study area.
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9.3.4.

MAPPING OF BUILDINGS WITH VALUE

Along with creating the National Organization of Urban
Harmony, under the ministry of cultures, created a new
listing for buildings. This listing is known as ‘buildings of
value.’ Buildings of Value are buildings that date for
more than 100 years yet do not qualify as monuments.  
Even though the buildings of the area are not listed
as buildings of value, they preserve the area’s unique
physical qualities and thus should be preserved.The
images of these buildings are shown in Fig 9.15.1-9.15.3,
while their locations are shown on the map in Fig 9.14
Buildings of Value are optimum for adaptive re-using
since they create usable spaces within the ADAA.
The buildings of value show the original heritage
and architectural style that should be preserved. In
particular, this area had buildings of value with unique
opening styles shown below in Fig 9.17.2. These opening
styles were taken into consideration when re-designing
elevations for the unauthorized buildings. Other details
like the types of ornamentation and the selection of
their location were also considered to help produce
new elevations that reflect the unique context. Fig 9.16.1
and 9.27.1 will show the existing elevation along with the
re-design proposal

Fig. 9.16.1. Building of value in the study area.

Fig. 9.16.2. Building of value in the study area.

Fig. 9.16.3. Building of value in the study
area.

FIG. 9.15. MAPPING OF THE BUILDINGS OF VALUE IN THE STUDY AREA.
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ELEVATIONS ANALYSIS
The buildings of value show the original
heritage and architectural style for
unauthorized buildings. Other details
like the types of ornamentation and
the selection of their location were
also considered to help produce new
elevations that reflect the unique
context. Fig 9.26.1 and 9.26.2 will show
the existing elevation along with the redesign proposal
Fig. 9.17.1. Current Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team on 12/12/2020.

Fig. 9.18.1. Current Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team on 12/12/2020.

Fig. 9.17.2. Current Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team on 12/12/2020).
Fig. 9.18.2. Details of the Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team on 12/12/2020.
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Fig. 9.21.1. Building Ruins.

9.4. INTERVENTION DESIGN CONCEPT
AND APPLICATION

Fig. 9.21.2. Minimal coffee place
activity.

Fig. 9.21.3. Failed intervention.

Fig. 9.21.4. Gate to Al-Azhar
Park.

Fig. 9.21.5. Coffee place Activity.

Fig. 9.21.6. Minimal coffee place
activity.

Fig. 9.21.7. Violated parking area.

Fig. 9.21.8. Violated parking area

Using both the regulations set by the NOUH and the
design concept explained, the interventions of the
three zones explained in the activity mapping were
planned. They aim to introduce activates in the large
open spaces of the area, re-use the unused buildings
and structures, and revive a somewhat dead zone
within ADAA.

FIG. 9.20. ACTIVITY MAP.
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9.4.1. AREAS SELECTION
Zone (A) is a large open space
in front of one of ADAA’s most
important monuments, Khayer
Bek. Due to its importance,
the Ministry of Antiquities has
issued a buffer zone around
the monument to preserve it. In
front of the monument is a sign
prohibiting parking in the area.
However, due to the openness
of the area, it is solely used as a
parking space.

This intervention aims to revive the
connection of Al-Azhar Park to ADAA.
The closed gate is re-opened, and a
security and ticket office is added.
Trees and gates are added to create
a buffer between the zone and the
cemetery.

The area also contains the ruins of a
historic area. According to its current
activity, these ruins are conserved
using the filling in technique and the
space is used as a coffee place. Street
blockers are used at the street’s start,
preventing large vehicles from entering
and allowing only smaller vehicles like
bicycles, bikes, and motorcycles.

Tour guide spots are added to
introduce people to the monuments
of ADAA, while bed and breakfast
are added for prospective tourists. All
leftover spots are used for the creation
of public spaces.

9.4.2. DESIGN CONCEPT
This design proposal aims to solve
this problem by adding public
spaces activities around the
complex preventing cars from
parking in the area.

Intervention Zone C had very active
public spaces that had frequent
visitors from as early as 9 a.m. The
area contained a coffee place at two
different levels, +0.20 and +1.20. These
spaces were re-designed to incorporate
a stepped plaza overlooking the
historical monuments of the area.

Fig. 9.22.5. Activity Map by Research team - midweek 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.

Fig. 9.22.1. Activity Map by Research team midweek 10 a.m. – 5 p.m. (research team on
12/12/2020).

Fig. 9.22.3. Zone B.

Fig. 9.22.6. Activity Map by Research team - midweek 10 a.m. – 5 p.m

FIG. 9.22.4. ZONE C.

Fig. 9.22.2. Zone A
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PUBLIC SPACES OVERLOOKING
HISTORIC MONUMENT

Rotations often occurred in the Urban Fabric of Historic Cairo,
whether it was for Qibla, respecting other buildings or privacy
These rotations resulted in vacancies and open spaces within the
city’s Urban Fabric

Fig. 9.24.2. Public Spaces Overlooking Monument.

Fig. 9.24.3. Public Spaces Overlooking Monument.

Fig. 9.23. Public spaces overlooking historic monument.

Fig. 9.24.4. Public Spaces Overlooking Monument.

Fig. 9.24.5. Public Spaces Overlooking Monument.

Fig. 9.24.1. Public Spaces Overlooking Monuments (By Author).
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REDESIGNING
ZONE A

Fig. 9.27.1. Bab El Wazir Street Elevation - Re-designed)

Fig. 9.25. Re-designing Zone A.

Fig. 9.26.1. Khayer Bek
blocked by cars before
intervention).
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Fig. 9.26.2. Photomontage of
Khayer Bek after intervention)
Al-Darb Al-Ahmar area macro
map.

. Closed gate to Khayer Bek before in- Fig. 9.26.4. Photomontage of Khaytervention) Field study area micro map. er Bek Gate after intervention) Site
location.

Fig. 9.27.2. Bab El Wazir Street Elevation - Existing)

Fig. 9.27.3. Bab El Wazir Street Elevation - Re-designed study area.
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REDESIGNING ZONE B

FIG. 8.27.1 ( Tabana street Elevation - Redesigned )

FIG. 8.27.2 ( Tabana street Elevation - Existing)

Fig. 8.27.3 ( Tabana street Elevation - Redesigned)
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REDESIGNING ZONE C
Intervention Zone C had a very active public
spaces, that had frequent visitors from as early
as 9am. The area contained a coffee place at
row different levels +0.20 and +1.20. This spaces
was re-designed to incorporate a stepped
plaza overlooking the historic monuments of the
area.
The area also contains the ruins of a historic
area. These ruins are conserved using the
filling in technique and the space is used as a
coffee place, according to its current activity.
Street blockers are used at the start of the street
preventing large vehicles from entering and
allowing only smaller vehicles like bicycles, bikes
and motorcycles

Fig 9.28.1.Panoramic shot (1) showing general overview of the intervention zone.

Fig 9.28.2.Panoramic shot (2) showing general overview of the intervention zone.
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Fig. 9.29.2. Photomontage of the interventions near the coffeeplaces within the area.

Fig. 9.29.1 Photomontage showing the use of the filling-in technique to create public spaces using the building ruins.

Fig. 9.29.3 Photomontages showing the lighting up of the historic monuments withing the area to re-create focus on them.
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P A RT IV

A L - D A R B A L -A HM A R
T HE PR O C ESS

Fig. 0.12. Panoramic picture for Al-Darb Al-Ahmar.
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10.1. CONCLUSION
The overall experience proved to be a successful attempt at academic cooperation
between various educational levels (undergraduates and postgraduates), and practitioners.
For both levels, direct interaction with the community and experimenting with a research
and analysis-based design process were instrumental and provided the students with a
fresh insight. Additionally, the exploration and analysis of the students’ current condition
yielded an image of ADAA’s current situation after the political changes that occurred in
Egypt in 2011. This prompted the necessity of re-visiting ADAA.

10. URBAN EDUCATION BETWEEN
THEORIES AND REALITY
Conclusion about the whole process as a comparative review
between the theories and reality on the area of ADAA

Undergraduates were responsible for surveying and examination of the current situation of
ADAA. Their overview of the area was crucial to produce an extensive analysis of the current
situation. Additionally, surveying the current situation required a constant observation and
presence of the students in ADAA region. This helped them interrelate with a more realistic
context. The interaction of the undergraduates and the postgraduates and their constant
awareness of the work process of one another helped broaden their outlook on the area.
Additionally, their exposure to several of the practitioner who previously implemented
projects in ADAA was a unique opportunity to develop their analytic senses.
For the postgraduates, it was an essential step towards bridging the gap between academic
literature and practice. Using the academic literature, the analysis of the area extracted by
the undergraduates and the community’s participation helped produce a comprehensive
image of the issues facing ADAA region. This comprehensive image induced several design
proposals in several directions. This produced research-based designs and compatible with
the community of ADAA, making the projects more manageable and more likely to be
sustained over the long run. Additionally, it provided the students with the opportunity to
interact with the community and the practitioners. This is a step towards shifting their mindsets
from an approach that is solely based on academics and literature to more practical and
real-life solutions.
Following this successful experimentation on ADAA, it is advocated to replicate this
experiment on several regions in Egypt due to its success in the students interaction with
real-life situations. The examination of the current situation also emphasised the need for
practitioners to re-visit the areas where their projects were executed to measure the degree
of which they were sustained. This will help create projects that are more compatible on the
long run and the ever changing circumstances.
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10.2. DOCUMENTATION

Making
some
lectures
Starting with Dr. Ziad
Amer helped us gather
more information about
A-Darb Al-Ahmar’s history
and what the Aga Khan
foundation did to the area,
followed by a presentation
and open discussion with
both dr. Ziad Amer and Dr.
Heba Shoiab to discuss the
first draft for the proposed
intervention.

PROCESS DOCUMENTATION
The unique experience of visiting the Al-Darb Al-Ahmar
region by all students and the ongoing experimental design
trials and studies makes some of the talks and workshops
that help in the process.

A small group meeting daily to discuss any new information
gathered throughout the field survey, continued by a big
group discussion weekly to brainstorm about the whole
collected data.
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Making an open discussion
with
some
architecture
students throughout the
semester to hear various
opinions for the second
intervention proposal.
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Presenting
the
final
design proposal of the
post-grad
groups
in
the conference room
with Dr. Raj’s presence
and the head of the
architecture department
Dr. Suzette Michelle and
some
undergraduate
architecture students.
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Salah El Din Wall.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019v). Fig. 9.13.4.
Madrasa Aytmish El Bajasi.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019w). Fig. 9.14.
Mapping of the historic monuments in the study area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019x). Fig. 9.15.
Mapping of the buildings of value in the study area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019y). Fig. 9.16.1.
Building of value in the study area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019z). Fig. 9.16.2.
Building of value in the study area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019aa). Fig. 9.16.3.
Building of value in the study area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020a). Fig. 9.17.1.
Current Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team
on 12/12/2020.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020b). Fig. 9.17.2.
Current Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team
on 12/12/2020).
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020c). Fig. 9.18.1.
Current Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research team
on 12/12/2020.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020d). Fig. 9.18.2.
Details of the Elevation of Tabana Street Drawn by research
team on 12/12/2020.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ab). Fig. 9.20.
Activity Map.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ac). Fig. 9.21.1.
Building Ruins.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ad). Fig. 9.21.2.
Minimal coffee place activity.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ae). Fig. 9.21.3.
Failed intervention.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019af). Fig. 9.21.4.
Gate to Al-Azhar Park.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ag). Fig. 9.21.5.
Coffee place Activity.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ah). Fig. 9.21.6.
Minimal coffee place activity.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ai). Fig. 9.21.7.
Violated parking area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020e). Fig. 9.21.8. Violated parking area (Drawn by research team on 12/12/2020).
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020f). Fig. 9.22.1.

Activity Map by Research team - midweek 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
(research team on 12/12/2020).
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2020g). Fig. 9.22.2.
Zone A (12/12/2020).
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019aj). Fig. 9.22.3.
Zone B.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ak). Fig. 9.22.4.
Zone C.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019al). Fig. 9.22.5.
Activity Map by Research team - midweek 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019am). Fig. 9.22.6.
Activity Map by Research team - midweek 10 a.m. – 5 p.m.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019an). Fig. 9.23.
Public spaces overlooking historic monument.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ao). Fig. 9.24.1.
Public Spaces Overlooking Monuments (By Author).
Al Hussein, & Al Husseiny. (2011a). Fig. 9.24.2. Public Spaces
Overlooking Monument.
Al Hussein, & Al Husseiny. (2011b). Fig. 9.24.3. Public Spaces
Overlooking Monument.
Al Hussein, & Al Husseiny. (2011c). Fig. 9.24.4. Public Spaces
Overlooking Monument.
Al Hussein, & Al Husseiny. (2011d). Fig. 9.24.5. Public Spaces
Overlooking Monument.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ap). Fig. 9.25.
Re-designing Zone A.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019aq). Fig. 9.26.1.
Khayer Bek blocked by cars before intervention.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ar). Fig. 9.26.2.
Photomontage of Khayer Bek after intervention) Al-Darb
Al-Ahmar area macro map.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019as). Fig. 9.26.3.
Closed gate to Khayer Bek before intervention) Field study
area micro map.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019at). Fig. 9.26.4.
Photomontage of Khayer Bek Gate after intervention
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019au). Fig. 9.27.1.
Bab El Wazir Street Elevation - Re-designed.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019av). Fig. 9.27.2.
Bab El Wazir Street Elevation – Existing.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019aw). Fig. 9.27.3.
Bab El Wazir Street Elevation - Re-designed study area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ax). Fig. 9.28.1.
Panoramic shot (1) showing general overview of the intervention zone.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ay). Fig. 9.28.2.
Panoramic shot (2) showing general overview of the intervention zone.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019az). Fig. 9.29.1.
Photomontage showing the use of the filling-in technique to

create public spaces using the building ruins.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019ba). Fig. 9.29.2.
Photomontage of the interventions near the coffeeplaces
within the area.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019bb). Fig. 9.29.3.
Panoramic shot (2) showing general overview of the intervention zone.
Elgobashi, A., Osama, B., & Ahmed, O. (2019bc). Fig. 9.30.
Panoramic shot (2) showing general overview of the intervention zone.
PART IV
Amgad, M. (2019). Fig. 0.12. Panoramic picture for Al-Darb
Al-Ahmar.
CHAPTER 10
All photos in this chapter was taken during the courses duration with consent from all figures appearing in the book as a
part of courses documentation of the process.
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